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CHAPfER I 

THE HERITAGE 

Relation of the Past to the Literary Present 

Ro . work of literary merit is entirely the product or 
PY one man. Bao.It of the 1tlea, tile idea.ls, problems and. 

triU11pha of ihe finished »age lie years of unmentioned 

uames .and unchronicled events. The individual author 

ahapes and uses the historical m.ass, intusing it with the 

genius ot his flaming lllind. 

Langston Hughes is. more than others, the produot ot 

~is people. out or their teara and tribulations comes the 

haunting lament ot his "blue a•, the bi tter ... sharp sting ot 

his n~tural prose. He ta irredeemably linked to that 

mysterious past of jungle ancl tribal fires, ot alaTe-and

tree pppression, ot spirituals and je.zz; and he owea as 

noh to the special ~trtment ot the modern literary world. 

It follows, then, that a .knowledge of that literary past 

is indispensable to tile study and appraisal or Hughes' 

resent poetic aooom.pliahment. 

First Negroes In £mer1ca 

As far aa presen.t records show, the first Negroes 

thin the territorial limits of the United States were 

indentured servants to a colony near what later 

ecame Jamestown, Virginia, in about 1526.l 'rhere are 

1B •.. G. Brawley, Social Historz 0:1' The £merioan Negro, P• 5 
Al.so see Ina c. Brown, The Story ot the .&mer. Negro, p. 2 
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evidenc~, which point s;trongly to the presence ot Negroes 

1n uerica even before the coming ot Colum.bus, 2 and there 

is positive inclication that a llegro, Pedro Alonso Nino, 

was pilot ot one ot the famous three vessels of Columbus;! 

but t ,hese records are less substantial and ot minor value 

to this work. The tirat account ot an 1nd1Tidual Negro in 

~erica is that of Estevan, (Stephen), one ot tour surviving 
' , 

explorers ot the party ot Pant1lo de Narvaez on his Florida 

expedition 1n 1528.3 'this venture ,ended tragically in \he 
I death of Estevan when he pushed valiantly ahead to a 

primitive In4ian settlement bearing news ot th coming of 

white men. The unbelieving natives killel him promptly.' 

Ne~es were t1rat permanently established on the 

.llnerican main.lend 1n 1619, 5 when a Dutoh merchantman aol4 

twenty Negroee as indentured servants to Virginia land..

holdera, Slavery, as .a legal institution, did not begin 

until 1661 when the Virginia assemb1Y decided that Negroes 

were •i~capable of making satistaction tor the time lost 

in running away by addition ot t.ime"; and so slevery began. 6 

•B. Q. Brawleyt op. cit., pp. a end 3 • .Also oorroboraied 
by In~ c. Brown, op. ~it., P• a. See also Charles s. 
Johnson, The Negro In ~erican Civilization, Ch•pter I. 

3Ina c. Brown, The Storl Of '!'he .American Negro, p. a, 
4Ibid. 1 p. 3. 

5B. G. Brawley, op. cit. p. 9. 
6 
!l?!!• • P• 9. 



Beginning ot Slavery 

The institution spread slowly among the Kew World 

colonies; ani by the end ot the century the holding ot 

alaYes had become general tllroughout the colonies. Yroyned 

upon at first 1n .America, Hegro slavery was e.q.coureged
1 

1 

Bngland7 as a pfotitable trade and aa an economic es et.8 

~he Negroes theaselves 41d not, as 1a commonly supposed, 

calmly resign themselves to their lot ae slaves. There 

were trequent upri.singa ot blaolta; and 1n 1'130 there ope 

to light a widespread plot b.eueen Banbarae sla•e• and 

Chickashaw Indiana w wipe out their wh1'8 masters and 

set up an independent republic 1n Louisiana.9 Jleedlesa 

to say, the ringleader• in this a.ch•• ere publicly hanged; 

end Samba, their desJerate Negro lea er, had his body broken 

on the torture wheel. 

In painting this piot.ure ot Negro herit.ages, it ia 

well to rem.ember something ot the actual aea-paaaage endured 

y these early martyrs ot the slave-ahip era. Close and 

sturdily b ilt, the Dutch slavers were planned tor maziaua 

loads; and the natives were compelled to lie aide by a14e, 

row on row, jamaed boiy to body the whole atoray paasase 

7ill!_., P• 15, 

8 Ibi4., p. 15. ..Brawley says, quoting Bogart• a Eoonom1c 
m:"itort' p. 73: "£.bout 1663 a British Committee on foreign 
Plante ions declared that 'black slaves are the most usetul 
appu~tenancea of a plantation•, and twenty years later the 
Lorda Oo.mmiaaioners ot Trade stated tha~ •the colonists 
coui.'cl not possib1y aubaiat w1 thout an adequate supply of 
of ala•es 



through, except tor i~trequent airings. on deck, The 

si tuati~n is beat 4 so·ribed b7 Brawley:10 

•once 011 board 'Ill• alavea were put in ohaina two by 
two • . 'lh~n the ship waa reaiy to star\, \he hold of the 
Teasel . was er w ed witk aoody an Wlhappy wret.ches who aoat 
often were m.ad.e to crouch so that their ltnee:e touched \heir 
oaine, but who were also· frequently made to lie on their 
a14es ",n,oon-tashion". Soaetimea he apace beuweea floor 
and ceiling was still further dilliniahed by the w ter b-arrels; 
on the top ot these barrels bo rd.a were plac·ei, 011 the boards 
the alaTes had'° lie, end 1n the little apace 'lhai remained 
they had ·'to subsist aa well es they could. ~here was general
ly only one entrance te the held, and provisions for only the 
Slllallest ~unt ot air through the gratings on the s1c1es. 
The clothing ot a captive, it there was any at all, consisted 
of only a rag abou:t; the loina. The tood was haltwrotten rice, 
yams, beans, or aoup, and som.et1mea bread and meat; the 
cooki~g was not good, nor was allJ' eare taken io see that all 
were fed. Water was always limited, a pint a day being a 
generous allowance; frequently no more than a g1l.l could be 
had. The rUl.e ll'eS to bring the slaves trom the hold twice 
a day tor airing, about eight o'clock in the mor~1ng and tour 
in the atternoon; but this p _ n was not always followed. On 
deck they were made to dance by the lash, and they were also 
forced to 1ing. 'fhua were born the sorrow 1ongs, the last 
cry of thoee who saw their homeland Yanish behind them--
-•-forever. 

•Som.etim.ea there .were stern fight~ on board. Sometimes 
tood ••• retuaed 1n. order that death might be hastened. When 
opport\Ul~ty 1erved, aoae leaped overboard in the hope of 
being ta.ken back. to .Africa. Throughout the night the bold 
resounded with the moans of tlloae who awoke from dreeJ11s of 

ome to find . the111selvea 1n bonds, Women beoaae h7sterio11, 
an both •en aad women became insane. Feartul an4 contagious 
diseases broke out. Smallpox waa one of 'these. More common 
was ophthalmia, a frightful inflammation ot the eyes. A 
lind, and hence a worthless, alaYe waa thrown to the aharka. 
he putrid atmosphere, the m.elancholy-, and the sudden trans1-
1on trom heat to cold gre•tl7 increased the morta11,y; and 
requently when morning came a dead and living slave were 
ound shackled together. A captain always counted on losing 
ne-tourth or his oargo. Sometimes he loat a great deal more. 

9 Ge.yarre, History or Lou1s1alla, ( uoted) Vol, I, P• 435. 
By B. G. Brawley, op. cit. p. 17, 

'13rawley, op. cit. PP• 18, 19. 
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•Back on the shore a gray figure with strained gaze 
watched the 1hip fade away--.an old woman sadly typical of 
the great African mother. With her vision she better than 
any one else perceived the meaning of it all. The men with 
hard faces who oam.e to buy and sell might d.eceive others, 
but not her, In a great ve.gue way she felt that something 
wrong had attacked the very heart t her people. Sha••• 
aen wild with the whiskey ot the Christian nations commit 
crimes undreamed of before. She did ~ot like the coast 
towns; the girl who went thither came not home again, and 
a young man was lost to all that Africa held dear. In 
course of time she saw every native craft despised, and 
instead ot the fabric that her own fingers wove her children 
yearned tor the tin el and the gew-gaws of the trader. She 
oursed this man, and she oalled upon all her spirits to 
banish the evil. But when at last all was tJf no ava11-..... 
when the strongest youth or the dearest maiden had gone--
she went back to her hut and ate her heart out in the dark
ness. She wept tor her children and would not be comforted 
because they were not. Then slowly to the untutored mind 
aomehow came the promise: 'These are they which came out 
of great tribulation, and have washed t .heir robes and a,.ade 
them white in the blood o~ the Lam.b •••• They shall hunger no 
more; neither thirst any more; neither shall the sun light 
on them, nor any heat. For the Lamb which is 1n the midst 
of the throne shall teed them, and shall lead them unto 
l1T1ng fountains ot waters; and God ahall wipe away all 
tears trom their eyes,'" 

It is not to be expected that these people, held in 

bondage as they were, should develop a literature or 

participate in the cUltural arts of the nation. Ae slaves, 

they were brought here to labor and to labor only. Never

theless, the Negroes began to evolve out ot the sweat and 

pain of the.ir labor a singing consciousness that was to 

expand to become the moat glorious folk-culture known to 

be truly American.. Springing spontaneously from the souls 

and lip~ ot these black tillers ot the soil, these songs 

became the background of spiritual end blues. One finds 

in them a dominant sincerity, which coupled withe simple 
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natural rhythll gave inettable oharm. ,o . ,he listener. Work 

•onsa, Jump~aonga, apirituals, were all given birth in thi• 

natural outpouring ot emot1on. These tolk.•rhYiaes are beat 

treated by Thomas w. Talley ot Fisk Un1versity in hia book, 

Regro Folk RhJ1118all. Though a taaoinating presentation, the 

conservative reader will tind crudities reflective ot untrainec 

m.inda ot untutorecl peoples. But they are genuine an4 ihey are 

beautitul because the7 are real.. Repeate4 and Taried and 

added-to tro11 generation to generation, they have remained 

until reoent years unpubl1ahet.l2 

Early Negro Literature And Writers 

Jupiter Hammon; The first published recorcl we have ot 

Negro poetry is ihat ot Jupiter Hammon, and consists ot a 

rel1g1Qaa paen ot eighty-eight lines. It was published at 

Long Ia~and, December 25. 1760, when the poet w a about 

- . 

11T. w. Talley, Nem l!'olk ~·· Wise Ut1 Otherwise. see 
Bibliography. Read especi~ly troDL pp. 228 to 326. 

12cons14er, for ezample, the popular railroad work-song: 
"J'ohn Henry". Acoorcling to B. G. Brawley 1n his book, 
The Negro Geniua, (p. 5.) the ballad ot John Henry tells 
the story- ot a conte•.t between the N,gro rail-worker and 
a steel-driTing machine~-• contest in which John Henry 
won out, though at the coat ot his lite. The atory 1• 
based on an incident, says Brawley, whioh occurred about 
1871 during the bu1141ng of the Big Bend Tunnel on the 
C & O Railroacl in Weat Virginia. There are aore than. 
titty-aix versions extant: 'I'he following 1• one: 

"J'ohn Henry aai4 to his cap.tain, 
~Well, a man ain't ~othing but a lllan, 
But before I'll be beaten by your ol4 steam.. drill, 
I'll die with my ham.mer ill my hen' t 

Lawcl, I'll die with my hammer in my hen'•" 



tortr years of age.13 Hammon••• a slave all his lite; but 

his masters (the Lloyd tamiiy) were in4Ulgent and religiouelr 

inol1ne4. Hamm.on waa given the moet taTOrable treat•ent on 

the plantation, but was permitted to receiTe no form.al 

education.14 Hia literary training was therefore rudimentary 

,uid eleme~tal; his verses were con~equeutly limited to such 

language uses as he hearcl nd knew. There seems 'to be 

evide~ce that he had tree ooesa to read the Bible, hymn 

books, and posaibly au.oh poems aa _ lchael Wiggleswor.th' s 

The DaY, Ot Doom..15 The n.-e o:t Huunon'• tirst pu\',l1Ghed 

work was: a Evening Thought: .SalYatioJ:1 Bz Chriet wi~h 

Penetential Cr1••• 

.An examination ot the actual worka of Hauon shows a 

surprisingly well-ordered rhythm. full ot dignified thought 

greatly reminiscent ot Pu~itaa hymnology.16 fhey show a 

resignation on the part ot the slave to the system, and a 

13ver~n Loggins, The Negro A.uthor, p. 9. 
1 4:tbid., p~ 10. 

15i.oggina · says in his notes concerning Hernroon (ibid., p. 369) 
"One ot his (Hammon•,) pieces in verse, "A Poem tor Child
ren with Thoughts on Death", seems to be ,a Methodist 
commentary on the rigid Calvinism expounded in that 
portion ot The Da7 Ot Doom which describes the last 
Judgment ot ohillren who h~ve died in intanoy and wbo 
are not ot 'God's Elect•.• 

16A. tairly ao~rat~, though corrected, reproduction ot 
Hammon' s two most important works, (.in Evening Thought: 
Salvation bz Christ with Penetential cries; and a 
dialogue entitled The Kind Master and the Dutitul 
Servant) are found 1n Brawley's Early Nefro American 

r1ter~, pp. 23-30. he authoritative ed tion of 
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willingness to endure present earthly travail tor the sake 

ot tuture heavenly +awards: 

"Dear Jesus, let the Nation•s ory,1, 
.And all the People aay, 

Salvation com.es from Christ on high, 
Haste on Tribunal Day." 

..lnd ~gain in the same poem: 

"Ho: every one that hunger hath,17 
Or pineth after me, 

· Salvation be thy leading Statt, 
To set the Sinner tree." 

Besides this first poem ot 88 metrical lines, Hammon 

ublished several other worka,18 among wh1ch 1n 1778 was 

".An ~ddreaa to J41aa Phillis Wheatley" • ..&11 o~ Hemrnon•s 

imitative ski:Ll (es do those ot Phillie 

eatley) oouple4 with a genuine understanding ot that which 

He was an evangelist in every sense ot the word, 

d his message to his people was oonoiliation rather than 

ebellion. 

HUJJD.On . i'rom which Brawley cl.raw hia 1nfomat1on is not 
among m.y references. It ie "Jup1teri:arg11on, &merican 
esro po•t" ,Select~ns From. ma Writ. . ,ss and • Bibl!.-

osr•phJ, b7 Oscar egel1n. . 

l'1B; G. Brawley, Early Negro American r1tera, p. 24. From 
".All Evening Thought". 

18 
Loggins, op, cit. (p. lO), s•ys; ".An ~ddreae to Mias Phillis 
Wheatley, a poem ot twenty-o e ball ,4 stanzas, appeared as 
a broadside 1n 1'1V8. In 1779 o.-e •£Ji Essay on ibe Ten 
Virgina•, of which no copy seems to exist. That it was 
published, howeTer, is scarcely to be doubted 11nce it 
was a4vert~aed in the Co!!:Jleticut .Courant tor December 14, 
1'179. ·~ inter Piece•, a sermon in prose with "4 Poem 
For Children with Thought• on Death• ta kei~on at the ·end, 
appeere in pam.phlet form in l '182. AJ:lo.ther prose pamphlet, 
•.AJ,i Evening's Improvement" including also a dialo e in 
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Ph1l11s Wheatle7.- Kuch more is known of the life 

of Phillis Wheatley, long accounted by ~Y the first poet 

of her race. She was born very probably in 1753 1 and came 

to .&merioa as a del1o te little a-year-old girl on a 

slave ship that came trom Senegal to Boston in 1761.19 

It is reporte4 that without education or ~oi,nal assistance 

this torlorn wait leerne4 to read and speak the English 

lan.8Uage with ease in sixteen months' time. 20 She learned 

Latin, astronomy, a little a~cient history, an4 geography. 

Before long, she began to reed and translate Pope; and, 

under the guidance other interested Jlliatraaa llary Wheatley, 

the child began to com.pose verse• other own. Ber first 

poem appeare in 1?70 1 and was an ode on the death of the 

Reverend George \lhi~etield. 21 Soon after this Phillis' 

mistress married a :&Ir. Lathrop, an event which marked a 

great obange in the young writer•• lite,. Her health began 

to tail, and by 1773 her ooad1t1on was adJu4ged to be 

critical. 'fhe tam.1ly decided to go to England, and since 

Ph1111.s was to accompany thea on the trip 'tor her health, 

19 

verse entitled "The Kind Master and the Du.t1tul Servant", 
was publishe4 at Hartford without elate. These tour pieces 
written during the Revolution, with •a Eveninf Thought" 
(1760) and "An .£.4dreas To The Negroee 1n the Sate of New 
York, . (178'1) mi& up all the known writings of Jupiter 
Huiiiion. 

B. G. Brawley, op, cit. P• 31. 
2°t.ogg1ns, oa• cit. P• 17; trom a letter by John Wheatley 
2 

to the Lon on publishers or the young poet. 



she was given her freedom. 

:rt was in England that the young poet really 

blossomed, and the trip marked a high point in Phillie 

Wheatley's life. Though she was later to be publiciy 

received nd complimented by General George Washington, 22 

she never again shone so gloriously. in 1774 her mistress 

d1e4. On Aprill, 1778, Phillie Wheatley obtained a 

license to marry .Tohn Petera,23 a union which was to bring 

her only mistortune and misery, and which ended 1n her 

death December 5, 1784.24 ~e three chil4ren ot thia 

unhappy marriage were all dead with their mother. 

The poetry ot Phillis Wheatley bore the· imprint ot 

her reading ot Pope and Hom.er, and 1.s 1n ooneequence very 

stately. Her beat known work, published while in England, 

was Poems on Variou:s SUbjects1 Religious and Ji>ral, a 

collection of thirty ... tive pieces, Ia 1775, while 

Washington was 1n command ot the aer1can Revolutionary 

Forces around Boston, she wrote an •Ode to George Wash-

ington•, which gained her public commendation trom 1.he 

Generai. 25 After her marriage she wrote little: only two 

88Ibid., P• 33. 
23 

Loggins, op, a1~ •• P• 19. 
24:erawley, op. cit., P• ss. 
25

White &. Jackson, Poetry By American Negroes, P• 2'1. 
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worka are mentio,ned as worthwhile by he-r biographer--.. 

"Liberty ancl Peace• encl 11.&n Elegy sacred 'ro The »em¢.-y 

ot Dr. S&muel Coop~r•. 26 Ot these two, the toraer is 

most quoted ot all her worka. 

for moat readers ot !Iegro poetry the years between 

Phillis lheatley and Paul Laurence Dunbar atretche4 void, 

a century ot literary silence unbroken by the voice of any 

barcl.. Happily, this is not 'the true case. The intervening 

period witnea ed events ot the highest im.portance ~or \be 

Negro as tor all the people ot the United Statea: 27 

-For a generation after the Revolution there was 
reaetio_n from the ideala ot Jefferson and Patrick Henry; 
the cotton gin was inTentetl, new lands in the South were 
opened up, and the exploits of ~ouaee.int L'Ouverture an4 
the threat ot Gebriel•a Insurrection tended to make the 
actual practice ot the slave code more harsh • .ltter 1830, 
how•ver, thinga were aomewhat 41fferen~. Garrison founded 
the Liberator, anti-slavery societies became active, and 
the legro began ~ r1ae to \he ata'ture of manhood. At 
laat came .John :Brown' a Raid, 'the Jmanc1pat1on Proclamation, 
and the employment ot tile Negro aolclier at l'ort Wayne and 
Fort Pillow.• 

A1110ng the published Negro writers of this turbulent period 

were Go.stawa Vas••, Benjamin Banneker, George Jfosea Borton, 

Sojourner Tmth, and Ann Plato,. 
·, 

GuataTUs Vasaa.• Gustavus Vasaa waa not, strictly 

ap~ak1ng, an Amerioen l'tegro; 28 nevertheleaa he spent 

26 .luthQritative aources re: Phillis llheatle~• a Poeae an4 
Letters, edited by Charlea t, Heartman, (115). From 
lhiie & Jackson, o», oit., p. as. These aourcea are not 
1D.elu4e4 1n my references. 

2'1 B. G. Brawley, Early Negro ai.erican Writers, p. 56. 
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oonsiderable tille in bondage in this country. He waa 

born in l '145 1n Eeni.n, a country: ot aoutheru Nigeria, aad 

wa, seized by .ld.clnapers ud aol4 into bondage in .aerioa. 29 

He wae able later to purchase hia treedoa, then to write 

••« publiaa 'the atory ot Jl.1a lit,~29 Ot interest eh1etly 

bee.euae ot the baokgroWl.4 flavor contribute by the aut,hor, 

the narra.t1ve ia 1n stiff preeiae prose of only peeaing 

mo11,nt io tuture wri-tera. It rece1vecl wide attent1o,n, 
/ 

however, .aa4 attraete aan7 sympathizers '8 the a14e ot 
.-

e 'ther Negro authors. 

BenJaad.D. Banneker.• Benjamin Banneker io ell aeeounts, 

waa the natural gra!Ulaon ot a llegi-o elave llUlecl Banalty and 

a 7ou~g white Englishwoman, Molly Welsh, who was :tirst a 

ailkm.a14 and tterwar4a an .&mer1eea pioneer.30 Re••• born 

ot tree parentage Hoveaber 9, lVSl, to Kary and Robert 

Banneker, end was the eldest o~ tour oh114ren. The father 
. ~ 

ns a thrifty energetic 11.en ant the tam.ily appears to have 

been in prosperous eircwnstancea. The care of the tand.17 

tell early upon young Benjamin, _and he copied his sire in 

energy and foresight. He was the inve~tor ot a clock that 

88B. G. Brawley, The Negro In Literature an<l Art, p. 38. 
29Ibid. , p ! 56. 

30 
_Ibid., P• 75 
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struck the ho~s, the tirst ot its kind in the oountry;31 

and trom 1791 on, he was tbe progenitor ot an excellent 

alm.enao. Hi1 11 terary com.po s1 tione were m,inor anti are 

ohiefly rem.embere4 tor their argwnents. tor political 

Jue.tioe. Ot theae, hi• "Letter to the secretary of State" 

(Maryland) and "A Pl•n ot Peaoe-Otf'ioe tor ,he 'United states" 
-
are outst~nd1ng. Ben.fUlin Banneker died in Ootober, 1806, 

atill unmarried and hia great min« active to the lait.31 

. Geors, Jloaea Borton.- The tirat person to attain great 

llt .eran proainence atter Phillis Whee~ley wa·• George Mo••• 
Borton ot North Carolina, who ••• born in l'/97 encl diet 

about iaao.32 Hi• tiret b.ook, Poems BJ .A ·s1aw, appeared. 

1n 1829, and othe-r books followed until. 1865. 33 Moat ot 

his poema were ot a religious tone, but Bol'ton was the 

tirat Negro poet to put his desire tor freedom into hie 

poetry. 

Sojourner Tn•h.- Of sojourner Truth, Loggins says 

in hie book on Negro Author•:34. 

"It oaa acquainted with the hieiory of the Negro'• 
past in .&merica were oalled upon to name the mos~ spectac
ular and picture aqua perao,n whom the race has procl~ce4 • 
one would probably think tirst ot Sojouraer Truth. su 

3lib1d., PP• 76, 77. 
32B. G• Brtnrley, The lfee;ro In Literature Ind ut, ~· 42. 
33:Bobart T. Kerlin, Hee;ro Poet~ .ln4 Their Po•!!!, p. 25. 

34:r.eggina, op, cit., P• 220. 
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could neither read nor write; but the Narrat1Te of 
SOJourner Truth, Northern Slave, published in l850 as 
the work ot an anonymoua biographer, contains ao many 
quotations attributed to her that ahe ia entitled to a 
place among the makers ot slaTe narr·atives." 

From what has been gathered of her lite, Sojourner Truth 

ia pictured •• illiterate, auperatitioua, religiously 

fanatic and devoted to the cause ot freedom. She waa 

acouaed by w. ·L, Stone, a writer ot the ay, ot being a 

sorceress and. murdere,s; but h11 harges appear to prooeed 

only trom hia hatred aad tear of the llatthiaa cult, an 

.ltrican mystic or4er in which sojourner Truth believed. 35 

Born under the alave nan,.e ot Isabella in the etate ot 

New York near the close ot the eighteenth century, 

Sojourner Truth joined the lletbod1ate, transferred t -o 

the cUl.t ot Matthies where ahe aoqu1re4 her b1sarre 

appellation. 36 ·When ahe realized th4lt her religious 

leader • ... a mal", she quit the group an4 'becam.e a 10rt 

.ot personal eYangeliat aga1nat alavery an4 ein. 

Ann Plato.• Brief mention should be made here ~t 

another woaan Negro author, Ann Plato, who in 184'1 publ1abe4 

at Hartford a book entitled: Eaaaz1; Inol~d1ng Biographies 

ancJ. Kiacellaneous in Prose an4 Poetq. Lit.tle is known ot 

35 ill!•, P• 221. 
36compar_e with modern-day aoc.oWlta ot the religious oult 

ot Father Divine • .A. TiTid account ot Sojourner Truth 
to which I am indebted tor the textual story is found 
1n. Loggins, The Negro .A.uthor, PP• 219•83, 
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her life aave that she ••• possibly ot ·Negro-Ind.tan 

extraction, and might have been a school-teacher.37 Her 

works exhibit the timid gentleness ot Phillis Wheatley, 

the atri ct unyielding "rel1g1on1sm" ot J'Upi ter Hamm.on--• 
~ 

but approached neither in depth or range; and her quiet 

acceptance of slavery made her unpopular with the new 

.seekers atter treedom. 

0Utste.n41ng Negroes ot the Period.~ Other personalities 

were beginning to wr1 te their names large in the struggle 

to· determine the Negro's socio-political tutu"• Ot these 

we mention Dav1d Walker, rabicl abol1t1onist,38 whose f8Bl0Us 

"Appeal" toi- ~e rights of Negroes in 1889 wee the most 

daring, 1ntlammably 48Jlgerous, radical and most widely-read 

and ci:roulated work to oome from t .he pen ot an Ant.er1oan 

Negro betore 1840. Lemuel B. Haynes,39 another ardent 

worker tor social juatiee, was the ,on of a white servant 

woaan e.Jld a pure-bred African. A Congregationalist 

sinister, Haynes was an eminent scholar, an able pastor; 

.. , 

and 11ve4 his long lite ot eighty years among whites withou 

1clent1ty1ng hilllsel1' as a Negro. Probably the most outstanding 

name ot the period waa that ot Richard illen.,o toun,der ot 

37or1g1nal authority _listed by Loggina is Miss Plato's 
Eadays, PP• 92, 110-18. Bea4 Loggins, op, cit., P• 248 
an Ke~lin, op. cit., p. 23 • . 

~ggina, o·p. cit., p. 85. 
39 · 
40Ib14., P• li7. ~ 

Ibid., P• 56. 



the Atriean Methodist Episcopal Church. The struggle ot 

Allen after "buying" his freedom by chopping oord wood 

is a stirring tale of manly heroism. end spiritual vision. 

Seeing his people ostracized, refused and beggared on the 

religious crum.bs from the white man's spiritual tea st-table, 

Richard Allen with the ai4 or Reverend Absalom Jones and 

• few white friends organized the tirst independent Negro 

Methodist Church in 1786 in a Philadelphia black8D11th shop. 

Allen was the earliest ot many American Negro leaders whose 

careers prove as false the generally .. acceptecl theory that 

a spirit of sub.mission 1s, a racial characteristic found in 

all blaeks. 41 His efforts were always practical, efficient 

an(l tenacious. When he died., he had by thriftiness amassed 

a fortune or nearly forty thousand dollars and ha4 earned 

the undying love ot Negroes or all seets and creeds. Allen 

was the author ot nume~ous articles, pamphlets and hymns 

of which little was published or preserved. ~osi h Henson42 , 

another Methodist preacher who rose to prominence in the 

period, became the hero in Mrs. Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabtn. 43 

For a complete account of his life the reader is directed 

to Brawley•s Early Negro American writers, and Loggins, 

The Negro Author. (Consult notes 42 and 43.) 

41Q.uoted from ~., p. 58. 
42B. G. Brawley, Early Negro .American riters, p. 160. 

~oggins, op. cit., p. 216. 
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With the exception ot David a ker alone, there was 

no more radical figure among Negro personal.i ties of this 

period than Henry Highland Garnett. Born a slave in 

Maryland in 1815, Garnett fled with his father to freedom 

in New· York, Here he worked tor a time as cook on a 

schooner. 44 In l835 he identified nimself with Alexander 

Crummell and Thomas s. Sydney 1n n abolitionist movement 

in Canaan, New Hampshire ; b~t a hostile community wrecked 

the building and disbanded the group. 44 Bee :use ot Gernatt' s 

fiery views nd insurrectionist ideas, he failed to win 

support with Frederick G. Douglas or other Negro leaders 

working les . spectacularly tor freedom's cause, He ma4e 

many revolutionary speeches, advocated Negro emigration to 

Africa, and at last won for himself appointment s u. s. 
minister to Liberia. 45 He died two months later.~ 

Returning to the ti~ld ot literature, we find James 

itfield publishing a book ot verse 1n 1853 1 .America, 

and ther Poems, a volume which expounded his theory ot 

the necessity at Negro emigration trom the United states. 46 

ft.Amerio, it is ot thee, 
Thou boasted land ot liberty,--
It is to thee I raise my song, 
Thou land ot blood, and crime, and wrong.w46 

, • G. Brawley, The Negro Genius. P• 4'1. 
45 

.l.E!!!·' p. 48. 
4°Logg1ns, op. cit., p. 242. Q.Uotat1on by author from 

"jm,erica" in the cited volume of verse. 
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· riting at about the same tiale 1n this period which finds 

its close in the Civil ar were Charles L. Reason and 

George B. Vashon, both Negro professors in Central College 

of New York. 47 Reason wrote with convincing feeling of' 

the struggle by Negro .Americans tor liberty, and of little 

else; but .ashon demonstrated a wide poetic technique much 

more commend ble.48 Hi~ Autographs For Freedom., (1854) 

smacks of' Byron and s.oott, 4g but the story (of' a Santa 

Domingo mulatto rebellion) is singularly good and ot 

compelling interest. 

~ more than passing comment alights on the poetry of' 

~am.es Madison Be1150 and Alexander crummel1.51 e have 

al~.~ady heari of the latter in connection with the 

abolitionist movement tm.d Bell's writings show little 

poetic value other than an earnest edvocacy for treedom. 

In the general field ot literature, however, Crumm.ell 

ranks among the f'oremo st group ot early Negro wr1 ters. 

His voice boomed out in energetic attack on American 

race-att.itudes and 1n 4etense ot the social rights of 

Negroes. The principles to which he adhered have had 

47~., PP• 234-39. 
48 1!?.!1•, P• 235. 

49 
Ibid., P• 237. 

50 Kerlin-, Negro Poets And 'fheir Poems, pp. 32-35. 

51Logg1ns, op. oit., p. 19g. 
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lasting influence up to t .he present day. q.uot1ng trom. 

his '!'he Social Principle Among A People, on the subject: 

."Can A Negro .•••• Forget He Ia Colored?", he cleclarea: 52 

~Forget it forsooth when you enter a saloon and 
are repulsed on account ot your colorl Forget it when 
you enter a car, South or West, an.dare denied a ecent 
seat& Forget it when you enter the church o't God and 
are 4r1Ten to hole in the galleryl Forget it when 
every child of youre would be clriven ignominously trom 
tour-t1tth ot the c.omm.011 achoola ot he country? 
Forget 1t,· when thousan.de ot mechanica in the large 
cities, wouid make a •atrike", rather than work at 'the 
aeme benah with a black carpenter or brickm.akerl Forget 
it, when the boybooc1 ot our race is elm.oat univeraelly 
d91_>_rived ot the opportunity of learning 'trades, through 
prejud1oel Forget it, when 1n a single atate, 20,000 
men dare not go to \he polls on election day, through 
the tyranny ot caste! Forget it, when one great 
commonwealth otters a constitution for adoption; by 
whieh a man like Dumas, the younger, ll he were a 
North Carolinian, could be indicted to~ marrying the 
foul.eat white WOGlan in the State; and merely beoauae 
she was white. Forget that you are colored 1n these 
nited Statesl ~rn madman, and go into a lunatic 

•sylum.; and then, perchance, you may forget itl., •• " 

Probably the last Negro poet of note to write b-etore 

the Civil Wa was Frances Ellen Watkins (afterwards Harper). 

She was born ot tree parentage 1n Baltimore, Jlaryland, in 

1825. 53 She early dedicate herself to the tight tor 

treedom; an4 her many literary work.a e~rriecl out the spirit 

ot her lite. Ot these the best known are Poems (18-'ll) and 

Sketches ot Southern Lite (18-'12). lira. Harper cleaervea 

attention, it for no other reason, as the most outstanding 

52 . ( ) ~., pp. 206, 207. January 1,, 1876 
53 Brawley, The Negro Geniu, p. 116. 



early Kegro female poet, with the possible exception ot 

Phillis Wheatley. 

iltQough this 1a not pr1mar1ly a history ot Negro 

achievaenta, we mu.at not neglect the race's most important 

leaders ot this entire n~eteen~h century. In. the American 

group were :rre erick G. Douglass, Sam.ael Ringgold ard, 

W1111am. ells Brown, W1ll1811l c. Nell, and Booker T. Wash

ington. From abro d came 'the inspiration ot the accomplish

me~ts o,t much emineut Negro men as Touaae1nt L'OUverture 

and .Alexander Dumas. The deed.a ancl thoughts of ,uch an 

1llustrj,ua grotip o,uld not tail to haTe greet effect upon 

Negro literature trom. that time on. 

Frederick o,·. DousJ.a .- Frederick Douglas · has been 

called by many the greatest ot ~erioan Negroea. 54 Be 

we• without 4oubt oae ot the moat accomplished men ot hia 

time, white or black. ·Born as a alaTe 1n Maryland in 1817, 

of an unidentified white man and hia ~trioan mother, 

Jrederiok Douglas gave early promise ot his great oratorical 

tuture. Treated harahly by his white masters, Douglas• 

escaped 'to New York 1n 1838, where et the advice of David 

Ruggles, Negro i bolitioniat, he worked three ,-ears as a 

dock.bend. 55 He read Gerriaon•• The L.1berator with avidity, 

.an, on one occasion 1n a Kasaachusetta meeting ot the 
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ebol1t1on1st society was a.altecl by the publisher to apeu. 56 

His eloqU'eace eo illlpreaaed "1le gatheriag that he was invited 

to becoae a mem.ber ot the group. 

For the next :tour years ( 1841-45) • Jloug].asa we• a 

plattornt speaker ror Garrison in the aboli tion.1at cause. 5'7 

Be lectured independently tor treedoa afterwarda, en.4 in 1851 

broke with Garrison to Join the Liberty Party,~ body more 

desirous ot 1Jule i•te political ~ct1on. 57 lfe had established 

his o-wn aewapaper , the !forth Star, in 184 7 , an4 in 1858 be 

also began the pabl1.cation ot a anall magazine, the Douglass 

Jfonthlz. 58 From 1869 to 1872 he edited in wa,hing"°n a 

weekly magazine, the Row :Rational Bra. 59 .&tter freedom he 

held m.any 1m.portalit governmental poat,---NWng tile• the 

post ot minister te Haiti, United States marsh.all, an4 

Recorder et Deeds tor the District ot Columbia. 59 Everl"fhere 

his tine prominent figure en4 eloquent ~1ee won him :triends. 

But Douslasa was a tighter an4 counted hia oonTiotiona 

clearer than the plau41\e or e:p,proval ot ~r1en4a or the 

or1t1cia ot enemies. On one oceee1on he alien.e'tecl e largo 

group ot lfe8l"O religioaiate bf retuaing to 'thenk God tor a 

56 Ibid., P• 52. 
5'1-

Loggina, op. .1 ~. P• 136. 
58 

Brawley, gp, cit., P• 53. 

59~ •• p. 54. 
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tree4oa •wrought out through our eom1110n hu:m.anity.•59 

The literary pro ctions ot Frederick Douglas• have 

never been. oompletely oollecte, but it is certain 'that 

he was the author ot e voluminous aea • Ot iheae the at 

significant tor c,.ur purpose• are: Narrative of the Lite 

ot Frederick. Doug]. (1845), Jly Bonclag · 11d :Freedom. (l855), 

an4 L1te an4 Tim.ea ot Frederick Dougl se (1881). 

William. ells Brown.- or el Rinssold · ari60 and 

William c. Nelt 61 much might be herein written, but • shall 

resist the temptation and hurry o~ to William ells Brown, 

another Negro men of letters. Bron has been described as 

the moat Toluminous Negro writer ot his clay in the United 

States. 62 Bia moat noted work are in history and biography, 

but he wrote novels and 4r8Dla aa well.. He was born a •lave 

in Lexington, Kentuolty (1815?), bu't e•oapad to Cinoinna'ta} 

in 1834 a11.d later went ·to England. Among hie JDOst important 

prose works were The Bp.rrative ot William • Brown (184'1), 

The Black Ran: H1• j.ntepedenta, His Genius, .lad His 

Aohia"l!llenta (1863), The Rs1ng Son (18'14), a hiatoryJ and 

in poetry, The .Anti-al very Herp.63 

60Logg1ne, op. cit., p. 1'13. 
61 ' 

!].!!., P• 1'17. 
62 

Brawley, op. c1t., p. 59. 
63Ib1d., PP• 60-62. 



Bo.oker 'fi, ashington.- It Douglass was tlle Negro• a 

greatest orator, then Booker T. Washington was surely the 

greatest educe.tor ot the race. He was born about 1858, 111 

Frankl.in County, Virginia. 64 H1a early lite was a struggle 

of hunger end labor and thriti; tmd it was on this pattern 

he worked his way through H8Dlpton Institute to a career that 

has now become classic. In 1881 1 he organized at the little 

town of Tuskegee, Alabama, a 8111811 school of thirty pupils. 

The bu11d1As was little more than a shanty, l)ut the dream 

lived in the bu1lde:r' a eoul. Today tbat school is the 

internationally temoua 'l'U.akegee Inst1tute. 65 

Washington was no less a speaker than Fredettick Douglaea. 

In the course ot his career he deliTered hund~da of 

addresses on distinguished occasions, and. was in constant 

4eman4 at colleges end un1ver 1t1ea and public meetinga of 

eTery deaoription. In 1896, Harvar4 University conferred 

upon him the degree ot Meater ot Arte, and he received the 

degree ot Dootox- ot Lawe troa D•rtmouth 1n l90l. 66 He 

died in 1915. 

In comparing the 9Peak1ng talent of Washington aiid 

Douglass, Brawley ha• said: &'1 

6'13rawley, 'the Negro In Literature .And A.rt, p, 59. 
65For the complete dramatic etory ot this Tenture, ·aee 

Booker T. Washington, The Story Ot Ky Lite .And lfork, 
Ch ptera V to VII. 

66Brawley, op. cit., p. 60. 
6'1 . 



"The eloquence of DouS].as differed from that of 
Washington aa does the power ot a gitted orator from 
th• force of a finished speaker. The one was subJeotive; 
the other was objective. Douglass swaye4 his audienoes, 
and even himself, by the sweep of his passion and rhetoric; 
Washington., • •• weighed every word, always keeping in mind 
the final impression to be aade. Dougleaa was an idealist, 
impatient tor the day or perfect fruition; Washington ns 
an opportunist, making the moat or each ohanoe as 1t caae, 
••••• Both love4 their people and each in hia way worked as 
he could best see the light ••••• " 

Before•• conclude this chapter or earlT Negro 

literature, we must consider two Negroes who were not 

American; and yet who contributed a spiritual enthuaiasm 

to .IUD.erican Negro cultures~ They are Tousaaint L'Ouvertu~e 

and ilexander Dumas. The first was born :Francois Dominique 

Toussaint in. 1743 at Haiti, ot tall-blood Negro parentage. 68 

Whe~ in 1791, the blacks rose in rebellion against the 

inJu.sticea ot: the colonial white planters, Tou•aaint' s 

,xtraordinary prowe·a~ as their leader caused the edm,1rins 

French governor, Laveaux, to exclaiat: "Mais .2!1 bomm.e tait 

l'ouverture partout"; 69 and ihus Toussaint gained his name. 
. . ' 

L'Ouverture' s exploits became known to the workers tor 

treedom in Jlaerioa; and the warrior was the subJect ot 

·both 11 terary and public praise. Neither Du.mas in France 70 

nor Alexander Pushkin in Russia 71 were well known to 

68Brawley, The _Negro Geniua, P• 35. 
69

Ib1d., P• 36. 
70

ib1d., p. 37. 

'llibid., P• 39. 
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£mer1oau Negroes ot this period, but aa Negroes they 

were later to wield contributory influence on race 

literature 1n this country. Perhaps no more apt illus

tration is at hand than that or Martin R. Delany. 72 hose 

children bore the names ot famous Negroes---among them, 

these two. 

D1acuaa1on has been purposely omitted ot auoh writers 

as joseph s. Cotter, sr., and James D. Corrothera in the 

period in which they began to write in order that their 

110rks might more properly enter tor consideration 1n the 

contemporary bo4y ot Nego writers. From the standpoint 

ot letters, all that which came attar the Civil ar and 

withi-n the period of Dunbar are contemporary to him. 

These writers and their works form. the nucleus tor 

d1scusa1on in the nert chapter. 

summarizing this hereditary background tor the 

intluenoea which are tound in Langston Hughes' poetry, 

tin4: 

(l) Hughes was greatly stirred by the historical 

past of his people: he speaks ot their sorrow•songs, their 

slavery, and their noble accomplishmen·ts of freedom.. He 

holda the aam, high yearning tor liberty and equality that 

marked their writings, although it is aought by Hughes in 

a new quick pride of ra~e and lineage. He differs trom 

his literary predecessors in his appreciation ot the 

present Negro, but like them he sees that the paths ot 
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future progress lie along social and eco·nomtc lines ot 

treedom as well aa political lines. In the most recent 

years Hughes has returned to school to tit himselt with 

ade,uate training tor leadership in such progress, 

(2) Hughes is radical 1n his desire tor freedom as 

were Frederick Douglass and David alker considered radical 

in their times. But such radicalism is a compliment r ther 

than a rebuke, for it evidences a healthy dissatisfaction 

with present intolerant injustices. 

(3) Hughes is Tisionary, as Phillis Wheatley, Booker 

T. Washington, and George Moses Horton were before him 

visionary. His dream. of the tuture 111 otten drownecl. by 

the harsh clangorous disquiet of the present, but in the 

quiet lines Hughe• finds time to build a dream of the 

tomorrow when the Negro will no longer take a back seat 

in American civic lite.72 And in the m.eantim.e, the aching 

heart will wear a laughing mask while the body sits at the 

table and eats end grows strong • 

.Again, the study of Langston Hughes is made intelligible 

by a consideration ot the people of his literary past. 

Hughes owes a direct debt to these people 1n blood-heritage 

and in heritage or tho J ght. Although he is ot a time and 

culture radically dittering from th ~1.it is their emotions 

72Hughea, The Weary Blues, Epilogue, p. 109. 
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and their aspirations so often trempled ·that find 

re:flection in his "blues• and tree-verse duplication 

ot jazz themes. He is as proud ot this past as he is 

conscious of it---and desires that his own work shall 

be an improvement in thought built upon and beyond the 

philosophy of the past. 
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· CHAPTER II 

·CONTEMPORARY NEGRO WRITERS 

Justifying The Chapter 

'fhere is still no more adequate method of adjudging 

accomplishment than the time-honored procedure ot 

comparing the individual work with that or others in the 

same field. Langston Bugh.est suffers nothing by sueh a 

comparison: in fact, his work is not significant until it 

is. so compared. In the present chapter we shall briefly 

consider the major poets of Dunbarts time and after, 

discuss the Dunbar tradition, discuss the new school ot 

Negro poetry as typified by Cullen, McKay, Braithwaite, 

Jtlbnson, etc.; and we shall discuss the places of Langston 

Hughes among these poets, new and old. 

Sane criticism may be justly directed against the 

viewpoint that a study of contemporary Negro poetry 1a a 

legitimate background standard against which to measure 

the accomplishment of a writer like Hughes. Obviously, 
·-

neither literature nor any other field or American arts or 

s:ciences should be limited by the race or social position 

of the writer•ereator. Hughes like Dunbar, belongs to the 

whole American people--more than that, he belongs to the 

entire literary world. Any lesser judgment invalidates 

the conception of poetic merit. 

We cannot ignore, therefore, the writings or poets, 

classic and modern, who were not Negroes nor who were 
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concerned with the portrayal ot Negro life. - On the other 

hand, a work or this limited ~ope does not permit the 

dletailed study of so vast a body of writers and literature. 

The only possible intermediate method is to abstract .the 

sitandards which authoritative review has establ·ished as 

admissible criteria for the ·appraiS'al of poetry--.•and to 

apply these standards to the work of the ·_,,rticular author. 

Yet we cannot deny that the particular impress of 

writers of the same period has a conditioning effect upon 

the literary productions of the individual author. Tlms 

Wordsworth and Coleridge; Johnson and Goldsmith; Byron, 

Shelley, and Keats. The works of Chaucer do not live until 

they are compared with the writings of others of his day •• 

The greatness of Shakespeare is conditioned by the literary 

environment in which he wrote. The study of Langston 

Hughes must therefore involve his contempararies. And 

Hughes bears the indelible impress of his people. 

Paul Laurence Dunbar.- Kore than any other Negro, the 

writings of Paul Laurence Dunbar exercised a compelling 

influence over his contemporaries •• None other of his ra_ce 

has yet aoh4~ved the degree of acceptability which Dunbar's 

works attained. Negro dialect poetry was written before 

his time,l but only in Dunbar does it breathe the essential 

lJames w. Johnson, Book or American Negro Poetrt, 
p. miii. (in his literary preface to the ant olog:,.) 
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spirit of the Hegro people. The genius of his art shines 

tbrough the broken speech and :: .. ent1:f'ies the author's true 

creative excellence. Yet Dunbar did not intend that his 

literary merit should rest upon his dialect poetry.2 His 

true ambition was to create ranking American poetry that 

had no stamp of color. He did not fail.3 His standard 

English verse is by no means inferior to the great bulk of 

.American poetry. Impeccable in grammar and rhythm, some 

few of these are literal gems to be long remembered. And 

it was -·for these poems the poet•s own hopes beat highes.t. 

He was proud, to be sure, or his dialect verse--•but it 

was for the other his soul-fired imagination blazed. On 

one occasion he told a friend almcst tearfully: "I've got 

to write dialect poetry: it's the only way I can get them 

to listen to me,"4 

In spite of Dunbar's concern for his poetry, it was 

through his dialect .that his powers shone; and through them 

2Ibid., P• x:xiv. 
• 

3Examine, tor instance these lines from Dunbar's "Ships 
That Pass In the Night." 

"Out in the sky th~ great dark clouds are massing; 
. I look far out into the pregnant night, 
Where I can hear a solemn booming gun 

· And catch the gleaming or a random light, 
That tells me that the shiF- I seek is passing, passing. 

My tearful eyes my soul's deep hnrt are glassing; 
For I would hail and check that ship of ships. 
I atretch my bands imploring, cry aloud, 
My voice falls dead a toot from mine own .lips, 
And but its ghost doth reach that vessel passing, 

. passing." 

4J. w. Johnson • xx.xiv. 
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he most surely lives forever. No folk-poetry of any 

people is more tender, more picturesque; more rhythmic, 

lively and genuine than these, his "lyrics of lowly life." 

Drawn from the tears and laughter of the people he knew 

and loved so well, they have won the hearts of all 

Americans. White people read and laugh because they are 

amused; colored folk read and laugh because these poems 

strike a chord still vibrant in their lives. 

Dunbar was born in Dayton, Ohio, June 27, 1872. His 

first book, "Oak and Ivy", {1893}, was a thin collection 

of standard English verse showing the influence of James 

Whitcomb Riley.5 With the publication of his second book 

"Majors and Minors" and a favorable criticism by William 

Dean Howells, he became a tamous man.s He was the author of 

several prose works as well as his later mu.ch-beloved 

poetry. The best known of these are Lyrics of Lowly Life, 

Lyrics of the Hearthside, Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow, 

Folks From Dixie, (short stories) and The Uncalled and 

The Love ot Landry (Novels)7 

Probably the best standard English verse of Dunbar is 

typified by the following excepts from his most-often 

5Ibid., P• xxxiv. 

Scountee Cullen, "Caroling Dusk", p. 1. 

7other Dunbar works and uncolle~ted poems are to be found 
in Dodd & Mead's Complete Works of Paul Laurence Dunbar 
(1916). 
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praised work: 

"Ere Sleep Comes Down To Soothe The Weary Eyes"8 

·Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes, 
Which all the day with ceaseless care have sought 
The magic gold which from the seeker flies; 
·Ere dreams put on the gown and cap of thought, 
And make the waking world a world of lies,---
or lies most palpable, uncouth, forlorn, 
That say life's tull of aches and tears and sighs,-
Oh, how with more than dreams the soul is torn, 
Ere sleep comes down to soothe the weary eyes. 

• • • • • • • • • • 

When sleep comes down to seal the weary eyes, 
The last dear sleep whose soft embrace is balm, 
And whom sad sorrow teaches us to prize 
For kissing all our passions into calm, 
Ah, then, no more we heed the sad world's cries, 
Or seek to probe th' eternal mystery, 
Or fret our souls at long-withheld replies, 
At glooms through which our visions cannot see, 
When sleep comes down to seal the weary eyes." 

A fine opportunity to compare Dunbar's genius in handling 

a similar theme in dialect is found in these equally popular 

lines of his : . 

8 

"A Death Song" 9 

"Lay me down beneaf de Willers in de grass, 
Whah de branch1 11 go a-singin• as it pass·. 

An' w•en I's a-la 1n1 low, 
I kin hyeah it as ·it go 

Sing1n 1 , 1Sleep, my honey, tek yo• res• at las•. 

Cullen, op. cit., PP• 2-4. 
9Wb.1te & Jackson, Poetry By American Negroes, p. 81. Of this 

poem the editors orrer the ro11ow1ng pertinent note: · 
"At the time of Dunbar's death, many persons were of 

the opinion that this poem was of very recent date. The 
truth is that it was written as far back as 1898, while 
the author was in Washington, and appeared in the Congre
gationalist in September or October of that year. These 
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Lay me nigh to whah hit meks a little pool, 
An' de watah stan 1 s so quiet lak an' cool, 

Whah de little birds in spring, 
Ust to come an' drink an' sing, 

An' de chillun waded on dey way to school. 

Let me settle w•en my shouldahs draps de load, 
Nigh enough to hyeah de noises in de road; 

Fu' I t'ink de las' long res' . 
Gwine to soothe my sperrit bes' 

Ef I's layin' •mong de t 1 ings I's allus knowed.n 

Dunbar loved best to portray the happy carefree Negro in 

overalls, at work, at play, at parties, and in love. But 

he also knew how to paint the sterner, bitter realities of 

the lives of these simple folk, as when he sings: 10 

''Oh dere' s lots~ of keer an' trouble 
In dis world to swallow down; •••• " 

But his is not the insurgent causticity of McKay, nor the 

biting sarcasm of Langston es. Dunbar's characters 

dance and struggle with the shadowy giants of joy and 

sorrow, quite apart from the baser realities of the white 

man's oppression. Save in the rare instances when Du r 

attacks in retrospect the now-dead institution of slavery 

as in "An Ante-Bellum Sermon", the deep hurt which must 

have attended the knowledge of his restricted opportunities 

as a Negro never surged into open print. It cannot be 

denied that this has been a factor in Dunbar's great 

stanzas were printed in almost every newspaper in the 
country when the poet passed away, and the request embodied 
in the lines was followed as nearly as possible in the 
selection of a burial site." 

lOibid., p. 68, from Dunbar I s "A Banjo Song". 
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cceptability with white readers. For the same reason, 

nbar was less popular with the new raoe writers who, 

confess his greatness, have no place for his 

'milk-and-water verse" where the fight for social justice 

Stemming from Dunbar there are two great schools of 

egro poetry: one group burning with protests and fiery 

zeal against the many present~day racial injustices and 

ocial discriminations---the other believing just as 

arnestly that ~. ? mission is to write, not Negro poetry, 

ut poetry of the whole America. One group seeks to win 

iterary distinction regardless of color; the other fights 

or the social and political future of fourteen million 

One refuses to be bound by the badge of color; 

refuses to admit that the bonds are there. Both 

groups are pioneers, working along different paths toward 

the same goal .of social justice. 

In The Dunbar Tradition 

James Edwin Campbell.- James Edwin Campbell belongs 

to the group in the Dunbar tradition; · most of his poems are 

in the familiar dialect which he wrote before Dunbar made 

it so popular. We know little of Campbell's early life. 

e was born in Pomeroy, Ohio, in the early sixties.11 For 

11 James 11. Johnson, op. eit., P• 209. 
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several years he contributed to literary publications; he 

also published a volume of poems; Echoes From The Cabin 

And Elsewhere. Out of this group, the best known is 

"De Cunjah Man", a Negro folk-tale in dialect. Campbell 

died about 1902.12 
/ 

The Josephs. Cotters.- Although (Joseph S. Cotter 

began to write before Dunbar did, 13 he belongs with his 

sen in the contemporary field. Again we have a poet in 

the "harmony tradition", rather than the virile fierceness 
~ 

of the other school. A prolific writer, Cotter composed 

dialect folk-tales in prose aa well as in verse. One 

ambitious piece continued the school-book story of the 

Pied Piper of Hamelin, and is called its 'Sequel'. 

The son, Josephs. Cotter, Jr., lived only the short 

span of twenty-three years;14 but in even that brief space 

of time he gave promise of the genius he was not to live 

to fulfill. His whole work consists of about twenty lyrfc 

poems and some play~, 14 in a little volume called the 

Band of Gideon. They are strongly religious and full of 

quiet philosophy quite apart from race struggles, except 

for the low, small, plaintive cry of a noble soul locked 

12 

13 
~., P• 209. 

Joseph Seamon Cotter, Sr., was born at Bardstown, Kentucky, 
February 2, 1861. His son, Josephs. Cotter, Jr., was 
born in Louisville in 1895. The father was still living 
at the date of publication of the cited source. (See 14.J 

14 . 
Kerlin, op. cit., p. 81. 



in a breast of black. Death early turned the key of 

freedom: there is no color in the grave. 

William Stanley Braithwaite.- Probably the most 

widely-read Negro poet immediately following Dunbar was 

William Stanley Braithwaite.· Born in Boston just six years 

after his famous contemporary, 15 Braithwaite boasts an 

education wrought from his own personal ambitions and the 

chance happenings of circumstance. A great admirer of 

Dunbar, Braithwaite nevertheless conscientiously abstained 

from the writing of dialect, a language which he believed 

to be the dying voice of an unhappy era. He turned rather 

to the measured stances of stately Elizabethan verse, 

collecting and editing several scholarly volumes on this 

and similar periods. A tireless worker, his yearly-collected 

publication of American magazine verse is an example of 

his outstanding contributions to his country's litersture, 

regardless of color. He is the author of several books of 

his own; among which are: Lyrics of Life, The House of 

Falling Leaves, and The Poetic Year. Braithwaite 1 s verse 

is singularly free of any hint of race. Many of his readers 

do not know that he is a Negro. 

C~ntemporary Negro poets are too diverse to be grouped 

into schoola.16 Roughly, for the ~ake of discussion 

10 J. W. Johnson, op. cit., p. 209. 
16 

Sterling A. Brown, Nagro Poetry and Drama, p. 79. 
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ease, r · have divided them into two groups: the first, of 

those who seek to be ranked for their poetic excellence 

alene--•the second, of those who direct their lines 

against the bars of color and race in their poems of 

protest. The trend of the former group has been toward 

"bookishness"; that is, a dogged imitation and expansion 

of old classical forms, with the result that Twentieth 

Century ideas are sometimes incongruously dressed in 

Victorian garb. But this is not always true.17 Many 

of these writers dropped the sagg~ng props and launched 

courageously out with new poetic forms and concepts. We 

shall take a later look at these. 

Group r 
Among the writers which are to be included in this 

first class are these: Daniel ebster Davis (1862), William 

H. A. Moore (188?J, George Marion McClellan (1860J, George 

Reginald Margetson (1877), John Wesley Holloway (1865J, 

Leslie Pinckney Hill (1880), R. Nathaniel Dett (1882J, Ann 

Spencer (1882), Alex Rogers (1876J, Alice Dunbar Nelson (1875J 

Charles Bsntram Johnson (1880J, Benjamin Brawley {1882J, 

Mary Effie Lee Newsome {1885), Clarissa Scott Delany (1902?)~ 

Gwendolyn B. Bennett (1902?J, Donald Jeffrey Hayes (1904), 

Lucy Ariel Williams (1905), Richard Bruce (1906J, Eva A. 

17 Ibid., p. 80. 
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Jessye {1899J, and J. Mord Allen {1875). Some of these 

will receive special attention in later paragraphs. There 

are others of too-recent birth, or of too-scanty production, 

to be recorded here. 

Daniel Webster Davis.- ·Daniel Webster Davis, who until 

his death several years ago was the principal of the largest 
18 public school in Richmond, is remembered for his dialect 

poetry. Like Dunbar's it delineated the familiar Negro 

of the South in warmly rhythmic lines like these:19 

"Larnin' is a blessed thing, 
An' good cloze berry fin', 

But I likes to see de cullud gal 
Dat•s been larnt how to 'ine; 

Gimme de gal to wash an' scrub, 
An' keep things white an' clean, 

An' kin den go in de kitchin 
An' cook de ham an' greens." 

J. Mord llen.- J. Mord Allen grew to manhood in 

Topeka, Kansas. 20 He learned to write with a theatrical 

company with which he travelled for some years. In 1906, 

he published "Rhymes, Tales and Rhymed Tales", a volume 

of dialect and standard-English poetry and prose. An 

accomplished and skilled writer, Allen gave full exercise 

to his prolific talent---some critics rate him with James 

Weldon Johnson.21 It is certainly true that in such 

18J. W. Johnson, op. cit., P• 210. 
u~ 

White & Jackson, op. cit., P• 102. From Davis' "Stickin1 

to De Hoe". 
20Ib1d., p. 116. 
21 
~., P• 17. 
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moments as: 

"Still comes the Perfect Thing to man 
A~ came the olden gods, in dreams; 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
And shall we strive? The years to come, 
The sunset of eter.nity, 
Are given to the fairest god, u22 
The God or Things As They Should Be ••••• 

his skill has earned undying fame f'or him. Again, he 

breathes through the conf'ortable medium of dialect: 

"Jes er settin' by de fire; 
Jes' er soaking up de heat ; 

Jes• er living life easy; 23 Jes' er restin' han•s en feet;n 

or dedicated to a more bitter task: 

"What ,vas the game we used to play? 
Yesl Hide-and-seek. And at the base, 
Vlho first must go and hide his face? 
Remember---standing in a row--
•Eeny meeny miny mo'? 

'Eeny meeny miny mo'. 
How fare we children here below? 
Our moon is far from treetop now, 
And Heaven isn't up, somehow." 

• • • • • • • • • • 

Alice Dunbar Nelson.- Alice .~nbar Nelson, wife and 

widow of the most famous Negro poet, was not without 

considerable literary talent of her own. A teacher, she 

has published several volumes of commendable merit, among 

22
From J. Mord Allen's "The Psalm of the Uplift". 

23 From the same author's "Shine On, Mr. Sun". 
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which are: Violets and Other Tales, and The Dunbar Speaker, 

a collection of her husband's verses. 

Other Women Poets.- Two other women poets stand out 

in this sroup: Ann Spencer and Eva A. Jessye. The latter 

was the first recorded Negro poet to be born in Kansas.24 

Mrs. Spencer's poetry reveals deep thought and a quiet 

appreciation of things, the untouched forces underlying 

human experiences. She has written these lines to Dunbar, 

which also aptly show her own poetic stance: 

Dtlnbar25 

"Ah, how poets sing and diel 
Make one song and Heaven takes it; 
Have one heart and Beauty breaks it;· 
Chatterton, Shelley, Keats and I--
Ah, how poets sing and dial" 

It is with regret that we turn away from a further 

consideration of the poets of this group, but the present 

emphasis is not on their writings. Donald Jeffrey Hayes' 

"Confession" is as 'thrilling a composition as any master

piece---but the page is turned, and the "moving finger of 

fate having writ, moves on". 

G-roup II 

Among the poets of the second group are some of 

the most prominent and promising writers of the present 

era of Negro 11 tera ture. Names such as·: W. E. B. Du.Bois 

24irerlin, op. cit., p. 274. 
25cullen, Caroling Du.sk, .p. 50. 
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{1868J, James Weldon .Johnson {1871-1938J, Raymond G. 

Dand'ridge { 1882), Fenton Johnson { 1888), Claude McKay 

{1889), Jessie Fauset {188?), James D. Corrothers {1869), 

Jean Toomer {1894), Blanche Taylor Dickinson {1896), 

Frank Horne {1899), Lewis Alexander (1900), Sterling A. 

Brown {1901), Arna Bontemps {1903J?, Albert Rice {1903), 

Countee Cullen {1903), Waring Cuney (1906), Edwards. 

Silvera ( 1906), Helene Johnson ( 1907), Walter Everette 

Hawkins (1888?), Georgia Douglas Johnson (1886), AnJelina 

Weld Grimke {1880), and Roscoe C. Jamison (1888-1918J. 

Names that belong to our present generation. Names that 

loom large on modern literary fronts. 

It is time again to sound a caution against attempting 

to pass judgment on writers who are still so near to us 

that we have not developed a perspective. Most of these 

men and women are still living and creating poetry. Most 

of them are still widely unread:. They form the living 

background for this study of Langston Hughes. They are 

his true contemporaries in spirit and in times. 

Alain Locke, in writing of Negro music, . has SBid:26 

"Without doubt the Negro's chief native musical gift 
is his instinctive mastery of rhythm •••••• Many reasons have 
been given, but the most likely is the Negro's long and 
intimate contact with the original source of rhythm,---
---the dance." 

If this is true of music, it is doubly true of the Negro's 

26Alain Locke, The Negro and His Music, p. 14. 
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poetry. ·Even where its authors were most untrained, as 

in the origin of the "sorrow-songs", the natural beauty 
' 

of pure rhythm shone through the crudeness of rhetorical 

language.27 It exists today in the syncopated jazz and 

11 swingtt of the nation's most popular musicians. It is 

still finding expression in the "bluesn of Langston Hughes 

and the lyrics of his brothers. It lashes out in the 

unsuspected bitterness of McKay and Horne. It dances as 

of old with the songs of Georgia Douglas Johnson. It is 

on the lips and in the souls of a thousand dreaming 

youngsters not yet ready to sing. 

James Weldon Johnson.- James Weldon Johnson was the 

dean of this school of writers. Until his tragic death 

two summers ago, he was secretary of the National Associ

ation for the Advancement of Colored People; prior to 

that he was u. S. consul to Venezuela, 28 and held a 

similar portfolio to Nicaragu.a.29 His lectures and 

writings embraced many fields of Negro culture and art. 

With his brother, J. Rosamund Johnson, he is the author 

of the "National Negro Anthem".30 He is the -author of 

several volumes of verse, biography, anthologies, and 

27 · 
Talley, ol. cit., (see introduction pp. vi-xi.J 
See also ames W. Johnson, op. cit., (pp. xvii, xixJ. 

28 
Appointed 1906. 

29 Appointed 1909. 
30

nLift Every Voice And Sing". 
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criticism. His most popular works are his creations anew 

in verse of Negro sermons.3l 

W. E. B. DuBois.- The oldest living author in this 

group is W. B. DuBois, most famous for his prose works, 

drama, novels and history. DuBois was born in Massachusetts 

in 1868. His first book was ~blished as a doctor's thesis 
32 on the slave-trade. His most famous poetic creation is 

the semi-prose . "Litany Of Atlanta", a powerful prayer of 

protest. He is at present editor of the Crisis, national 

Negro magazine. 

James D. Corrothers.- James D. Corrothers strikes the 

keynote of the whole new movement in these magnificently 

compelling lines:33 

31 

32 

nTo be a Negro in a day like this, 
Demands forgiveness. Bruised with blow on blow, 

Betrayed, like Him whose woe-dimmed eyes gave bliss, 
Still must one succor those who brought one low, 

To be a Negro in a day like this. 

"To be a Negro in a day like this 
Demands rare patience---patience that can wait 

In utter darkness. 'Tis the path to miss, 
And knock, unheeded at an iron gate, 

To be a Negro in a day like this. 

"To be a Negro in a day like this 
Demands strange loyalty. We serve a flag 

Which is to us white freedom's emphasis. 
Ah\ one must love when Truth and Justice lag, 

To be a Negro in a day like this. 

James Weldon Johnson's works include: Fifta Years and 
Other Poems, Autobiography of An Ex-Colore Man, · 
God*s Trombones, The Book of American Negro Poetr~, 
The Book of American Ne~ro Spirituals, Second Boo 
of .Negro Spirituals, an English Libretto of 11 Goyescas". 

Cullen, op. cit., p. 25. 
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"To be a Negro in a day like this---
Alasl Lord God, what evil have we done? 

Still shines the gate, all gold and amethyst, 
But I pass bf, the glorious goal unwon, 

"Merely a Negro ---in a day like thist" 

Angelina Weld Grimke wa·s born in Boston, Massachusetts., 

February 27, 1880.34 Her verse is best characterized by 

the sharply-drawn, finely-executed, polished and finished 

perfection of the lines. TO ller, the correct thought is 

the exaet thought; and in her aspiring to capture it in 

print she has created masterpieces. It must have been 

a person of rare understanding who could write with such 

subdued passion as is found in uGrass Fingers" and "Hushed 

By The Hands Of' Sleep". These poems know no race or color: 

they are ageless already. Her deeply-seeing soul is not 

unaware of the realities of life. "Teneb.ris" foreshadows 

the day of black reckoning with white:35 

34 

"There is a tree, by day, 
That, at night, 
Has a shadow, 
A hand huge and black, 
With fingers long and black. 

All through the dark, 
Against the white man' s house, 

In the 1 ttle wind, 
The black hand plucks and plucks 

At the bricks. 
The bricks are the color of blood' and very small. 

Is it a black hand, 
Or is: it a shadow? n . 

Cullen, ap. cit., p. 35. 
35 
~., PP• 40, 41. 
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Georgia Douglas· Johnson.- Close to Angelina Grimke 

s-tands-: Georgia Douglas Johnson, neophyte of Br1ithwaite 

and ~Bois.36 Hers is a lighter touch, but no less clear 

and beautiful. Race is to her neither a curse nor a 

blessing: it is a harmonious · part of a wholly unfathomable 

past, a badge of courage for the future. Am'9ng her better 

poems are a lyric, HI Want To Die While You Love Me" and 

"The Heart Of A Woman", a plaint. 

Fenton Johnson.- Fenton Johnson's poetry breaks with 

the conventional forms of verse more sharply than any prior 

Negro poet. There is about him a blunt directness of 

purpose and sureness that frightens would-be admirers; but 

he is not all "bombast". Indeelil, his conventional stanzas 

are as stately as the others are turbulent; however, the 

latter group is by far the better. Bes.t known of either 

group-· is his "Children of the Sun". 37 

Claude McKay.- Claude McKay has the reput~tion of 

being the most bitter of all these new poets. He bristles 

under the yoke of white oppression and willrrnot yield. 

Strong and passionate and impressionable, his is the ~laming 

apirit of those who will die, if need be, but:38 

36
Ib1d., P• 74. 

37 J. W. Johnson, op·. cit., p. 117. 
33From C.orrothers' "At the Closed Gate of Justice". 
38 J. W. Johnson, op. cit., P.)• 134. 
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••••• Let us nobly die, 
So that our precious blood may not be shed 
In vain; •••••• 

"Like men we'll face the murderous, cowardly pack, 
Pressed to the wa~l, dying, but---fighting backl" 

With the fiercenes~ born of a sensitive soul rankling under 

the white man's injustice, he asks:39 

"Think you I am not fiend and savage too? 
.Think you I could not arm me with a gun 
And shoot down ten of you for every one 
Of my black brothers murdered, burnt by you?" 

And again, in protest against hypocritical society which 

pushes clean brown maidens to the scarlet houses of shame 

and dark midnight streets:40 

"In Negro Harlem when the night lets fall 
Its veil ••••• I see the shapes of girls who pass 

Eager to heed deaire•s insistent call:" 

McKay found instantaneous audience in Ameriea; 41 but the 

popularity of his protest p:oetry has dwindled somewhat 

because race leaders are not altogether in accord with 

his brusque directness. Like Hughes, McKay is accused of 

an exaggerated p .rtrayal of the darker side of Negro life, 

---the criminal, prostitutes, and gamblers. His pictures. 

are real enough, they admit, but they are not universal. 

390To The White Fiends", ~., p. 135. · 

IO"Harlem Shadowstt, ~., P• 137. 

41 
McKay was born in Jama1da. 
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Some of this crit.icism is justified. But McKay is not 

all passion. He is a clear-eyed, vivid realist with a 

heart of steel and a vitriolic pen. 

Other Protest-Writers.- Walter Everette Hawkins and 

Frank Horne are , besides McKay, the most bitter realists 

of these contemporaries of Langston Kughes. Hawkins is 

at bis apex in the lynching scene of 7A Festival in 

Christendom":42 and Horne is always powerfully bitter. 

Probably the most insurg~nt of his expressions finds voice 

in nNigger, A Chant For Children", in which after reviewing 

several of the most trying humiliations of being a Negro, 

he portrays another ·maligned martyr:43 . 

Jesus •••• Jesus 
Son of the Lord 
--Spit in his face 
--Nail him on a board 

''Nigger •••• nigger •••• nigger •••• " 

With hands made rough by his constant clashing with 

hypocrisy, Horne rips off the righteous mask of our 

culture in nLetters Found Near A S ·· cide". 44 He pictures 

a derelict lover, sick of living and love, sick of pretense 

and sham and vice and hatred. Before he drowns himself, 

he writes letters of denouement to those people who made 

up his social world---letters that ache with the agony of 

42 Kerlin, 0;2. cit., P• 234. 
43White & Jackson, 0;2. cit., p. 121. 

44 Cu:1len, OE· cit., p. 114. 
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the writer, the futile bitterness of his soul. It is 

Horne's best long poem. 

Horne never lc.ses his bitterness. "On Seeing Brown 
~ 

Boys In A Catholic Church" is Horne's indictment of the 

secularity of religion: 45 

"It is fitting that you be here 
_Little brown boys 
With Christlike eyes 
And curling hair. 

Look you on yon crucifix 
Where He hangs nailed and pierced 
With head hung low 
And eyes a'blind with blood that . drips 
From a thorny crown •••• 
Look you well, 
You shall know this thing. 

( .......... ) 
They will spit in your face 
And laugh •••• 
They will nail you up· 'twixt thieves 
And gamble for your little garments. 

And in this you will exceed God 
For on this earth 
You shall know Hell---n 

Lewis Alexander brings to Negro poetry the influence 

of his study of Japanese literature. 46 Proudly he revels 

in the dark beauty of his people, making no apology, seeing 

no difficulty that cannot be erased. Among his most popular 

poems are "Negro Woman"46 and "Day and Nightn.47 He has 

45 ~., P• 112. 
46 

IQ.1d., P• 122. 

47Ibid., p i. 129. 
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published no books of his own. 

Sterling A. Brown.- Sterling A. Brown was born in 

Washington, D. c., May l, 1901. He was one of several 

Negro poets to win Phi Beta Kappa keys in college.48 Of 

himself, Brown writes: 49 

" ••••• sought to convey the tragedy of the Southern 
Negro _in poems like( ••••••• , "Children of The Mississippin, 
"King Cotton", and "Sam Smiley'!, ( ••••••• ) has made a _ 
fairly close study of' folk-ways and folk-songs •••• " 

He has published two volumes .of verse: Children of The 

Mississj_ppi, and No Hiding Place; also, a novel, Southern 

~,50 • His latest Bronze Booklet, "Negro Poetry and Drama" 

is an authoritative voice in the field. 

C.ountee Cullen.- Countee Cullen stands close to the 

top among Negro poets who have earned permanent popularity. 

A brilliant student as well as writer, Cullen was the winner 

of many nation-wide poetry contests in high school and 

college; and he published his first volume of poetry when 

he was only twenty-two. 51 His writings show the wide range 

and serious nature of his studies. He was much impressed 

by the lyric power of' Keats, 52 and adapted his own verse 

with much skill into the mould, as witnessed in his "Ballad 

48others are Jessie Fauset and Countee Cullen. 
49 

Sterling A. Brown, op. cit., PP• . 76, 77. 
50 

Ibid., p. 76. 
51Ibid., p. 69. This book was entitled "Color" and 

according to Sterling A. Brown, is considered his best. 
52 Ibid • , p • 70 • 
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Of The Brown Girl". Apart from his poetry, Cullen has 

rendered valuable service with his critical anthology of 

Negro poetry, Caroling Busk. 

Cullen does not want to be known primarily as a Negro 

poet. 53 ~ike James Weldon Johnson, he is first an American 

and afterwards a Negro. He does not want his poetry to 

stand or fall on a racial basis. And he is right. But 

it is an ironic truth that Cullen writes best when he writes 

of his race. 54 Nor is this strange, either. Poetry, like 

other arts, springs out of the hearts and lives of the 

people who create it. Inevitably, the poet reaches his 

greates~ heights when he deals with the background 

environment of life against which his shadows fall. And 

for Cullen, that bac~round is inevitably "Negro". 

It is not meant to imply that Cullen thought less of 

his Negro heritage. Dunbar did not want to be known for 

his dialect; and he wept that the nation turned to praise 

the "jingle in a broken tongue 11
•
55 What Cullen wants, 

and what he deserves, is a place among the chief American· 

poets that knows no stain of color. It has been the secret 

desire of every other Negro poet of America since · the 

beginning. 

53 
Ibid., p. 71. 

54 
-~., P• 70. 

55 
Cullen, op. cit., p. 1. 
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Cullen says of himself that his chief problem has 

been that of "reconciling a Christian upbringing with a 

pagan inclina~ion".56 If so, this pagan element is not 

pre sent in his poetry. For Cullen is deeply re ligi ou·s, 

always reverent, and close to the real tradition. His 

most serious outbreaks are against the bars of color; and 

it is then that he is most effective. Besides the books 

p~eviously mentioned, Cullen has published several other 

volumes among which are: Copper Sun, The Medea and Other 

P'oems, and The Black Christ. 

Cullen gained early notice with his answer to 

Alan Seeger•s pessimistic "I Have A Rendezvous With Deathtt, 
- -

his own poem declaring that he had a "rendezvous with Life". 

He won added repute with his quotable four-line portraiture 

of a certain white lady: 57 

"She even thinks that up in heaven 
Her class lies late and snores, 

While poor black cherubs rise at seven 
To do celestial chores." 

Cullen's longest work is the title poem of his volume, 

"The Black Christ". It is among the most successful of his 

pieces, portraying a martyred twentieth century Christ in 

the personality of a lynched Negro. Written for the most 

part in the lyric style which made him famous, the work 

contains some of the most memorable lines from Cullen's pen. 

56 lli.£. , p • 1 79 • 
57
~., P• 187. 
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Cullen exulted to sing of his brown compatriots. 

Many of his poems carry the word "brown" in their titles. 

In "Near~Whiten Cullen sums up all the pent-up emotion 

which must have been a part of his own life: 58 

"Ambiguous of race they s'ltand, 
By one disowned, scorned of another, 

Not knowing where to stretch a hand, 
And cry, 1My sister' or 'My brother" • 

.. 
Countee Cullen has been accepted by most peoples of both 

races, but the problem of his brown brothers who are 

ttneither Negro nor white" still finds echo in our own 

experiences. In ttTwo Who Crossed A Line", Cullen paints 
. . 

a picture of light-skinned Negroes upassing" for white---

a picture which finds its actual counterpart more often 

than we know or think. 

Cullen's mastery of the epigram,---the apt remark--

this is one of the chief charms of his poetry. His books 

are full of it: you cannot go through "Colorn without 

marvelling at it, rejoicing with it, and sucking in the 

breath in sheer ecstatic surprise that so much is there. 

This is the quality, more than any other, which will make 

Cullen live---not as a Negro poet, but as a singer of all 

times and of all peoples. 

Summary 

It is well to re-evaluate at the conclusion of this 

rapid survey of Negro writers, the probable position of 

58 Cullen is, in physical appearance, a very light-brown-skin 
mari. See Embree, Brown America on this to ic. 
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Langston Hughes among them. Hughes is not as radical as 

some, yet he is far from accepting a conservative viewpoint. 

Most certainly he would be included in Group II. Like 

Dunbar, Hughes is able to make effective use of dialect,---
---~, .... 

but with greater restraint and more bitterness of feeling~ 

Like McKay, Hughes' voice is raised in protest against 

wholesale discriminatory practices---but it is the cutting 

lash of satire rather than the angry vindictiveness of 

Horne and Hawkins. Like Cullen, Hughes sees the heartbreak 

of the mulatto, that in-between race which is neither white 

nor black. Like only himself, Hughes departs from 

conventional patterns of both poetry and thought to vivify 

Gigolos and tramps as he has sometimes found them. 

Hughes is not the greatest poet among present Negro 

writers, but he is a vital force among them and will 

exercise great influence on later Negro poets who arise. 

Probably his greatest effect will be in the contained 

music of his lines and language, his magnificent free

verse, and his attitude of honest-appreciation-without

apology of Negroes of the masses, the workingmen, the 

"rounder". 

Hughes is solidly entrenched in the ranks of modern 

writers, both in poetic form and in his philosophy of 

portraying the common element as it· is w_ithout retouching. 

He was one of the first Negroes to use free-verse effectively 

and ranks in this field as a contemporary of Vachel Lindsay, 

_ _.,,,,,,.,,, 
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Carl Sandburg, Walt Whitman, and other great free-verse 

writers. 

What most distinctly marks Langston Hughes as one 

apart from this general field is his energetic avowal of 

his purpose to write poetry about people who are unmistakably 

Negro in origin, outlook, and opportunity. Because he does 

not eare whether he is known primarily as a Negro poet or 

as an American poet, Hughes is free to write with that 

earnest searching quality that is so essentially a part 

of his works. And because of that same careless freedom, 

he is ironically destined to gain the attention and 

recognition by the whole nation as an American poet of 

importance to the entire field of literature. 



CHAPTER III 

HUGHES' TIE TO TEE PAST 

Orientation 

It has already been stated that Langston Hughes is, 

more than others, the product of his people. The preced

ing chapters have been based upon this premise. In this 

chapter, the influences and characteristics of the past 

which have played a part in the building of the poet will 

be brought before the reader. 

History And Early Life 

Langston Hughes was born February 1, 1902, in Joplin, 

Missouri. An autobiographical sketch of him appears in 

Cullen's anthology: 1 

"His mother was a school teacher, his father a lawyer. 
During most of his childhood he lived with his grandmother 
in Lawrence, Kansas, where he went. to school. This old 
lady, Mary Simpson Patterson Leary Langston, was the last _ 
surviving widow of John Brown's Raid, her first husband 
having been one of the five colored men to die so 
gloriously at Harper's Ferry. She had then married . 
Charles ~angston, brother of. the Negro Senator, John M. 
Langston, and in the seventies they came to Kansas where 

1 Countee Cullen, Caroling Dusk, p. 144. 
2Loggins, op. cit., pp. 259, 265-66, 293-94, 396, 399, 462, 

440, 447. Of John M. Langston, Loggins wrote: 
"Among the Negro leaders who became prominent in 

national politics after the Civil War, John Mercer Langston 
is the one about whom we know the most. From The 'Virginia 

Plantation to the National Capital~ (1894), a volume running 
well beyond five hundred pages, ls a detailed account of his 
remarkable career. Whether Langston wrote it himself is a 
question. His printed speeches( •••••••• , prove that he 
could have written it in even a better style than that in 
which it was produced. The copyright was secured'in his 
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the mother of the poet was born. 
"When Langston Hughes was thirteen this grandmother 

died, and the boy went to live with his mother in Lincoln, 
Illinois. A year later they moved to Cleveland where he 
attended and was graduated from the Central High School. 
Then followed fifteen months in Mexico where his father 
had been located for some years. Here the young man 
learned Spanish, tauffht English and attended bull-fights. 
Here, too, he wrote The Negro Speaks of Rivers", his 

own name, and the book has been generally accepted as a 
pure biography. But the account is told in the third person, 
and is not written with that now natural modesty which one 
expects in the self-written memoir. In whatever way it 
came into being, it is an illuminating work, bearing such 
a relation to the political problems of the Negro as Payne's 
Recollections Of SeventY Years bears to the educational and 
religious problems. It traces Langston's life from the 
year of his birth, 1829, until after he had made his first 
speech at the national Capitol in 1891 as a Representative 
in Congress from Virginia. We see him as a boy in Ohio, 
as a student at Oberlin, as one of the first Negro lawyers 
in the West, as an educator at Howard University and 
Virginia Institute, as Minister to Haiti, and finally as 
a Congressman. As in Payne's Recollections, there is much 
in the book which is of value to these students of the 
social history of the Negro. For example, a chapter on 
the place of the Negro in the early history of Oberlin 
College provides information which is perhaps nowhere else 
obtainable. Moreover, there are many pages in From the 
Virginia Plantation to the National Capitol which afford 
interesting reading. 

"Langston no doubt lost the sympathy or many members 
of his race by giving up his work as an educator in order 
to become a nondescript member of Congress long after 
Reconstruction had proved that the Negro's work as a 
leader in national politics was for years to come to be 
negligible. A more notable Negro educator of the period, 
Booker T. Washington, adhered to a social doctrine which 
was the direct opposite to that of Langston. Washinijton1 s 
prime message to his race was, "Begin at the bottom. 
Because of the program of industrial education to which 

he devoted his life, it has been claimed that his (Washing
ton's) theories involved too great a compromise with white 
prejudice to admit of the highest cultural progress of the 
colored race. ·Whether we defend him or oppose him, we must 
agree that he {Washington) is today the most respected and 
admired of all the American NegroErS of the past, not even 
excepting Frederick Douglass." 
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first poem to be published in the magazines. 
"In 1921, he went to New York for a year at Columbia 

University. A break with his father followed and he secured 
work for the summer on a truck farm on Staten Island. Then 
for almost two years he travelled as a member of the crew 
of freight steamers voyaging to the West Coast of Africa 
and Northern Europe. In February, 1924, he went to Paris. 
When he arrived he had seven dollars in his pockebs; so he 
soon found a job as doorman in a Montmarte cabaret. Later 
he became second cook and pancake maker at the Grand Euc, 
a Negro night club where Buddy Gilmore sometimes played 
and Florence sang. That summer he went to Italy, and 
September found him stranded in Genoa. He worked his way 
back to New York on a tramp steamer, painting and scrubbing 
each deck. 

"A year in Washington followed, where he worked in the 
office of the Association for the Study of Negro Life and 
History, and later as busboy at the Wardman Park Hotel. 
There Vachel Lindsay read some of his poems and he was 
discovered by the newspapers. Then his first book, The 
Weary Blues, appeared. He has now resumed his forma-Y-
education at Lincoln University in Pennsylvania, which 
he says is a place of beauty and the ideal college for 
a poet. His second book of poems, ''Fine Clothes For The 
~n, is a study in racial rhythms.'! 

In 1923, Robert T. Kerlin, 3 in speaking of Langston 

Hughes, described him as a young Columbia student, writer 

of some of the most symmetrical and effective free-verse 

poems that had come to his attention. He lauds Hughes 

as a new and promising poet, and quotes from his "The Negro" 

from the Jamuary Crisis for 1922. Kerlin foresaw for the 

young poet a brilliant creative future. 

In 1924, Langston Hughes gained the mentioned notice 

of W. E. B. DuBois, in his history-novel, "The Gift Of Black 

Folk," as one of a group of young Negro writers who had 

3Robert T. Kerlin, Negro Poets And Their Poems, pp. 199-201. 
4 

W. E. B. DuBois, The Gift Of Black Folk, P• 304. 
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done creditable work in verse. 

In 1928, after the publication of his first volume 

of poetry, Langston Hughes received wider attention. 

William Ellsworth has included him in his anthology of 

new poets.5 The following is the introductory passage 

on Hughes: 

"Another young Negro poet is Langston Hughes, now 
twenty-six years old. He has had the most versatile life 
that can be imagined. Before he was twelve years old he 
had lived in .Missouri, in the City of Mexico, in Kansas, 
Colorado, South Carolina, Indiana, and New York State. 
He was class-poet in a high school in Cleveland, he was 
in Columbia University for a while, he has been a farmer, 
a sailor, a delivery-boy, a doorman. He knows the Canary 
Isles and the West Coast of Africa, he describes the long 
shining days at sea, the masts rocking against the stars 
at night, the desolation of the Congo, the millions of 
whiskey bottles buried in the sea along the West Coast, 
the daily fights on the ship, officers, sailors, everybody 
drunk; the frightened missionary passengers, the George, 
the Kentucky colored boy, dancing and singing the Blues 
on the after-deck under the stars." 

Under the heading, aw Realists", Benjamin Brawley 

in 1929 described Langston Hughes as belonging to the school 

of Vachel Lindaay, 7 producing savage, highly-colored rhythms, 

redolent with dancing, throbbing, pulse-stirring music 

comparable to that found in nThe Congo". 

Four poems by Langston Hughes appear in the anthology 

of Negro American Literature by V. F. Calverton, (1929J, 

along '1th a short biographical sketch.8 

5w. W. Ellsworth, Readings From The New Poets, pp. 41-44. 
6 
~., P• 45. 

7 
B. G. Brawley, The Negro In Literature And Art, p. 123. 

8v. F. Calverton, Anthology of American Negro Literature. 
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In the early part of 1931, Lagston Hughes was given 

citation by Vernon Loggins as an authority on what Negro 

folk-lore means to the merican writer of today,--

including him in a group which also mentioned James Weldon 

Johnson, Du.Bose Heyward, and Marc Connelly.9 Also in 1931, 

Hughes was listed by Otelia Cromwell as one of the five 

prominent Negro poets of the century.10 A short biograph

ical sketch accompanies numerous included poems. 

In 1936, Ina Corrine Brown points triumphantly to 

Langston Hughes as one who "no longer feels that he must 

write with one eye on the white gallery, that he must beg 

favors, put the race's best foot forward, or assume an air 

of sophistication11 .ll She goes on to describe his 

unyielding defiance in lines such as:12 

no World, 
No longer shall you say 
With arrogant eyes and tall white head: 
'You are my servant, Nigger---
!, the free\" 
That day is past---" 

Langston Hughes came in for a much wider attention 

in Brawley 1 s second handling of Negro literature, 13 in 1937. 

In the introduction to that work he quotes Hughes as 

saying: 14 

9Loggins, The Negro Author, P• 360~ 

lOcromwell, Turner & Dykes, Readings From Negro Authors, 
PP• 4, 17-20, 314, 320, 323, 367 1 373, 377. 

11 Ina C. Brown, The Story of The American Negro, pp. 150-
151, 153, 165. 
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"We younger Negro artists who create now intend to 
express our individual sel ves wit hout fear or shame . If 
the white peopl e are pleas~ we are gl ad . If they are 
not , it tioesn 1t matter. We know we are beautiful . And 
ugly too . The tom- tom cries and the tom- tom laughs . If 
colored peopl e are pleased, we are glad . If they are not , 
their displeasure doesn ' t matter , either . We build our 
temples for tomorrow , strong as we know them, and we stand 
on top of the mountain, ee within ourselves . " 

Brawley does not entirely approve of Langston Hughes ' 

position. In the effort to eradicate bourgeoisie smug 

hypocrisy, Brawley charges , Hughes and his contemporaries 

of spirit have unduly lauded the low- down, i ndecent element 

in Negro life - - - the bawdy gambler , prostitute and ne •er

do- wells . This valid criticism will be discussed later . 

Brawley has devoted five pages of this same volume 

to a critical discussion of Hughes . In them he characterizes 

the poet as being in single- minded rebellion against 

conventional patterns , living his own life as he sees 

best . An abbreviated life- history is fo l lowed by an 

excellent critical review of Mr . Hughes • works . 

Also in 1937, Sterling A. Brown wrote a splendid 

review of Langston Hughes • accomplishment in two Bronze 

Booklets released through "The Associates I n Negro Folk

Education" from Washington, D. c.15 In the booklet dealing 

12The Crisis , March, 1933 , ~uoted by Miss Brown from Langston 
Hughes ' 11 A New Song" . 

13 
B. G. Brawley, The Negro Genius , pp . 13- 4 . 

14Ibid ., pp. 224, 246 , 251 , 280 . 
15sterling A. Brown, The Negro I n American Fiction, pp. 155, 

185- 86 . 
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With poetry, Brown compares Hughes with Countee Cullen: 16 

"Langston Hughes is like Cullen in productivity and 
wide popularity. ( ••••••• J _Where Cullen is traditional in 
form, Hughes is experimental.( •••••••• , Cullen is sub
jective, whereas Hughes is frequently objective and 
dramatic, concerned with the Negro masses. Cullen has 
most recently translated the Medea of Euripides; Hughes' 
most recent work is communist propoganda. Both poets 
have strains of pessimism, at times met stoically, but 
Hughes has now turned to a cause that he believes will 
usher in social justice."17 

Probably the most recent book offering a critical 

evaluation of Langston Hugh.ea· is Van Deusen 1 s the Black 

Man In White America, appearing in 193s.18 Although --- ~ 
Van Deusen's discussion lacks the detail of earlier 

criticisms, it is valuable for the perspective viewpoint 

it embodies. Langston Hughes' "Goodbye Christ" is cited 

as indication of the Negro's growing distrust of the 

exploitation of religion by whites who seek to keep the 

, black man down. 19 The superb mastery of Negro folk-lore 

by La~gs,ton Hughes is paid tribute in the following quoted 

paragraph:20 

"No other poet has done so much to portray the common 
people of his race as has Langston Hughes. His people are 
not .the happy Negroes Dunbar knew, but the drab and helpless 
dwellers of city tenements, struggling in the face of hard 

16 Sterling A. Brown, Negro Poetry And Drama, p. 71. 
17 

1. e., the Communist cause. 
18 John G. Van Deusen, The Black Man· In vVhite America, pp. 207 

254, 257, 261, 263, 264. 

l~~., P• 207. 
20 

Ibid., P• 255. 

., 
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luck;. sometimes cleaning "Brass Spitoons", often hungry 
and 'Broke". The migrant, plodding along the dusty roads 
with all his possessions tied up in a bundle, the light
brown girl dancing in a cabaret, the "big-timer" on his 
"road to hell", Gin Mary standing before the judge without 
a friend, thettruined girl" gazing hopelessly at the dark 
river, the pretty prostitute who gets higher pay than the 
honest girls in the white man's kitchen, the elevator boy 
with his hopeless outlookft the bastard black boy calling 
"I am your son, white man '--.-these are the types which 
stride through his stanzas. Any one of them might have 
uttered the line which Hughes put into the mouth of his 
own mother: 

"An' life for me ain't been no crystal stair." 
Hughes has borrmwed from blues songs, from spirituals, and 
jazz, and mingled them all together producing a r~~ree-verae" 
of his own. Is it poetry? The critics sometimes wonder ." 

And so, while Van Deusen "sometimes wonders", we turn 

back to the youthful brown-skin poet himself, of whom Carl 

Van Vechten said in his introduction to Hughes' first 

book: 21 

"I cannot recall the name of any other person 
whatever who, at the age of twenty-three, has enjoyed 
so picturesque and rambling an existence as Langston 
Hughes •••••• a comp-lete account of his disorderly and 
delightfully fantastic career would make a fascinating 
picturesque romance ••••••• " 

Hughes' experiences have indeed been colorful and varied . 

Van Vechten tells of them gloriously, vividly:22 

" ••••••• the sun in Dakar t •••••• little black girls 
of Burutul •••••• blue, blue bay of Loanda ••••• (divingJ 
under the seven-ton mahegany logs floating and bobbing 
at the ship's side •••••• vile houses of rotting women at 
Lagos •••••• desolation of the Congo •••••• whiskey bottles 
•••••• daily fights •••••• dancing and singing the Blues ••• " 

Back in the states, Hughes sailed again---to Holland and 

21 Langston Hughes, The Weary Blues, p. 9. 
22
~., P• 10. 
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Paris . You must read Van Vechten's account to get the 

true flavor; read Langston Hughes' poetry to get the 

stark naked truth. 

Philosophical History 

What has been thus far shown is Hughes ' personal 

past , his birth, his life- history as child and man, his 

triumphant recognition as outstanding poet . But Langs ton 

Hughes has another , a thus far , unwritten past . It belongs 

to Africa and to the native jungle , to the slave- ships and 

the sorrow- songs of the "Middle Passage" , to the slave 

block and the plantation- whip , to booming guns and the 

agony of a divided nation . Hidden within that past is 

the memory of savage tom- toms beating the blood- dance 

before blazing tribal fires ; there is also the poignant 

memory of white lust in dark slave- cabins •• • • and the 

slow- dropping tears of the black women afterwards. All 

this is in the past of Langston Hughes. And more . 

There runs through his veins the blood of John M. 

Langston, noble Negro senator from Virginia; he must have 

thrilled in childhood to the tales of his grandmother of 

how her husband had been one of those five Negro men, the 

first , to die so gloriously at Harper's Ferry with John 

Brown . He must have burned with indignation through 

Reconstruction Days with his uncle- senabor. And the 

outrages committed in the name of white supremacy and 

Southern honor t Surely it was then that his truculent 
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spirit was born, his uncompromising rejection of the 

hypocritical sham of the bourgeoisie class, the high thin 

wail and the muted moan of his "Weary Blues". 

Hughes' poetry clearly shows the rhythmic impulses 

found in Vachel Lindsay's better works. But there is more 

than imitation in Hughes' skill. Like Lindsay, he has gone 

to the original source of rhythm in America---the Negro 

masses. Like Lindsay, he has stood listening to the great 

heart of jazz, of spirituals and blues,---his mind burning 

and his fingers itching to translate its dark
1
quick-throbbing 

soul. But more than Lindsay, he has come away understanding 

and tenderly sympathetic. And bitter. Bitter because there 

was pain that did not need to be. Bitter because of shadowy 

Negro hopes fading to a faltering death outside the white 

daylight. Bitter, because it is his heritage, his past, 

his present,---&nd his future. 

Hughes and Dunbar are not so far apart. Dunbar wanted 

to be a great American poet; but the public paid tribute to 

only his broken dialect. Hughes says: let the public be 

damned---and it brings its choicest bouquets to lie at his 

disdainful feet. 

Probably the best description of the elements in 

Langston Hughes which are the heritage of the pas"t is given 

by the author himself in the opening "Proem" of h first 

book: 23 

23 Langston Hughes, The Weary Blues, p. 19. 
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I am a Negro: 
Black as the night is black, 
Black like the depths of my Africa. 

I've been a slave: 
Caesar told me to keep his door-steps clean. 
I brushed the boots of Washington. 

I've been a worker: 
Under my hands the pyramids arose. 
I made mortar for the Woolworth Building. 

I've been a singer: 
All the way from Africa to Georgia. 
I carried my sorrow songs. 
I made rag-time. 

I've been a victim: 
The Belgians cut off my hands in the Congo. 
They lynch me now in Texas. 

I am a Negro: 
Black as the night is black, 
Black like the depths of my Africa. 

In addition to the complete acknowledgment of the poet to 

the past, the foregoing poem is significant for another 

reason. It is the first bold avowal of race-consciousness 

made by a Negro poet.24 It is the keynote of Hughes• 

conception of his poetic purpose: to sing the lives of his 

people as they are. 

23Langston Hughes, The Weary Blues, p. 19. 

24This statement may arouse criticism. Countee Cullen, 
Lewis Alexander, Gwendolyn Bennett, Dunbar and others 
have all written eulogies in praise of black folk. It 
was waring Cuney who wrote of a brown .girl:25 

She does not know 
Her beauty 
She thinks her brown body 
Has no glory. 
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Again and again, Langston Hughes goes back .to the 

African jungle to find an analogy for the people of his 

poems. For "Midnight Man",26 and the "nude young dancer"27 

and "Susanna Jones 0 ,28 La~gston Hughes .has made African 

settings for their colorful American activities. And there 

are many other characters like them in Hughes. · 

Hughes again strums the music of the past in "The Negro 

Speaks of Rivers''29. He dwells upon the experiences of the 

race from sun-filled days on the Euphrates and the Congo 

to the dry-baked pyramids of Egypt and the dark brown 

deltas of the Mississippi River. Every sorrow experienced 

by these, his people, is an intimate grief to Langston 

Hughes also. His soul has indeed grown deep---like the 

rivers of memory. 

If she could dance 
Naked, 
Under palm trees 
And see her image in the river 
She would know •••• n 

But Cuney is protesting, even in his praise, against the 
situation which keeps the brown girl from catching an image 
of her beauty. Dunbar consoles and covers his people with 
kindliness. Cullen takes up an occasional cudgel in the 
Negro's defense; and Horne, McKay and other "protest-writers" 
are rabid crusaders against social injustice for the Negro. 
But only Hughes is able to paint him as he is, without 
apology, and with a minimum of passion. 

25Cullen, Caroling Dusk., p. 212. "No Images" by Waring 
Cuney. 

26Hughes, The Weary Blues, p. 30. 

27~., P·• 33. 

28Ibid., p. 66. 

29Ibid. 
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Sometimes, Hughes speaks of a wider experience than 

that of the race alone. Thus, in 11 Jazzonia'1,30 a gorgeous 

brown dancing girl with bold eyes is compared to the charms 

of Eve and Cleopatra over men•s souls. Thus also, in 

"Harlem Night Club. 0 31 But these occasions are infrequent; 

and almost invariably the person or event of the past to 

which reference is made belongs as much to the Negro as to 

any other race. 

Hughes is absorbedly familiar with the superstitions 

and beliefs of his people. These beliefs are handed down 

from parent to child from generation to generation. They 

are not phenomena peculiar to the Negro only---every race 

and every people has a similar heritage from its racial 

past. Hughes is familiar with that of the Negro; and puts 

it into his portrais of his people. This knowledge shows 

to better advantage, perhaps, . in Hughes• prose---as in the 

portrayal of young Sandy in "Not Without Laughter"32 It 

.shows however in all Hughes "blues 11 works and in some of 

his standard-English 11Waterfront" poems, as in °Sea Calm0 33 

No extended description of Langston Hughes has yet 

been written which did not quote, directly or otherwise, 

the poet's conception of the Negr0's natural sphere: "Our 

land", says Langston Hughes.34 

30Ibid. P• 25 _, 
31~., p. 32 

32Hughes, "Not Without Laughter". 
33Hughes, "The Weary Blues~ p 75. 
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"We should have a land of sun, 
.Of gorgeous sun, ••••• n 

But this land is not an objective reality for Hughes. It 

is the land of memory out of which his people sprang. It 

is the land of perfect bliss, of dreams of love and joy 

and wine and song. It is a .golden-sunshine land, an Africa 

as carried in the twilight of the mind's memory. Not the 

prostrated A1rica of today for us---Nol We belong to 

America nowt This is "our land". This is our future, the 

tomorrow which is to Langston Hughes "bright like a flame 

before us 035 Our blood lies.spilled in the Southern soil; 

and the industries of the North have grown fat on our labor. 

Yesterday lies behind us; part of the night, a dark whisper 

of sorrow lost upon the blowing breeze. Today~ is our 

country, our homeland, of which Langston Hughes may sing:36 

"I, too, sing America. 

I am the darker brother. 
They send me to eat in the kitchen 
When company comes, •••• 

( ....... ~ ... , 
Tomorrow, 
I 111 sit at the table 
Wh ti en company comes ••••• 

Probably the most popular of Hughes• poems are those 

written in the nblues" style. This poetic form is a heritage 

34~., P• 99. 

35Ibid ., P• 108. 

36
Ibid., P• 109. 



or the past, too. It precedes even W. C. Handley, creator 

or the world-famous "St. Louis Blues". The early elements 
~ 

or blues are round in the ancient Negro Folk Rhymes as 

collected by Thomas W. Talley.37 Sadness, disillusionment, 

despair and consolation are the most frequent emotions 

displayed in these songs. It is in this that they are 

most nearly akin to Negro spirituals. Sometimes excessive 

joy finds registry through these songs. Rage and the 

desire for revenge are more often expres~ed. 

Langston Hughes is the leading e~ponent of the blues 

form today. By close and careful observation he has come 

to know and feel the emotions of the people to whom blues 

are the most natural means of expression. One of the 

consequences of this intimacy has been to enable Hughes 

to expand, re-interpret the old forms so that they are 

now something essentially different---a sounding board of 

many emotions and at the same time a classic portrait of 

the people who sing them, (the blues). 

Much of Hughes' work is done in free-verse style. 

This is a form which has experiencem its widest popularity 

in the twentieth century, and in which Hughes was a pioneer

ing Negro poet. Special effectiveness is gained by Hughes 

in the use of the form; in fact, one of his earliest critics 

took notice of him for that r eason ·only.38 Hughes is not 

37 T. W. Talley, Negro Folk Rhymes, Wise and Otherwise. 
38 Robert T. Kerlin, Negro Poets And Their Poems, pp. 199-201. 

.. 



alone in this field: Walt Whitman and Carl Sandburg are 

past masters of the art. 

Hughes seldom makes use of the old accepted standard 

forms of poetry, but when he does , the form is usually 

the rhyming quatrain . Less infrequently he makes use of 

the free-verse stream- of- consciousness technique , as in 

"Railroad Avenue"39 and "Brass 3p1toons 11
~

0 • lways , only 

the essentials are pointed out-- -much more is suggested than 

is actually said. This brief 11 postscripture" technique is 

part of the modern revolt against lengthy poems , a revolt 

that finds Hughes in the forefront of the parade . 

Hughes has not been a prolific writer . Many of the 

poems of his first book are reprinted as parts of later 

books . His prose bulks larger than his poetry, though the 

latter is probably the more important. The most outstanding 

quality of Hughes' verse is its living music; second , the 

stark reality of his portrayals. He is dedicated to the 

past and to the present of the Negro---and is the first 

Negro poet to make a bold venture in this direction. He 

has written a play, Mtj.latto , which enjoyed a considerable 

run on Broadway, but which does not measure up to the high 

standards set by his verse. Probably his finest prose work 

is his collection of short stories under the title,~ 

39 
Hughes , Fine Clothes To The Jew , p . 27 . 

4oibid. , p . 28 . 
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Ways of White Folka . 41 He has also wis t fully embodied the 

same spirit in a novel . His poetry sporadically appears 

in national magazines . 

More than others , Langston Hughes i s the product of 

his people . His philosophy of the heritage of the past 

finds expression in lines like the following:42 

nThe night is beautiful , 
.So t he faces of my people . 

The stars are beautiful , 
So the eyes of my people . 

Beautiful , also , is the sun. 
Beaut i ful , also , are the souls of my people . 

41 Hughes , The Ways of White Folks , see Bibliography . 
42 --- ---, The Weary Blues, p . 58 . 



ClU.P.I'ER IV 

THE POETIC CCOMPLISHMENT OF LANGSTON HUGHES 

Langston H\Jghes has been named as one of the first 

five of odern Negro poets. He hes been pointed out as 

a distinctive artist., a pain.tar with a pencmnt for strong 

reality. He has been called bitter by meny; and called 

satirist by many others. He is new to the field ot Negro 

poets, being neither a Du~bar of inoffensive dialect nor 

a Cl ude McKay . shouting vi tuperetive condemnation ot his 

people'e wrongs. Wherein does Langston Hughes earn his 

place a a poet·_ 

Hughe' greatest accomplishment lies in his adaptation 

of the "blues" form, through an extraordinary sense ot 

musical rhythm. He superbly expresses the emotion ot the 

people about whom he wrote . The poet has made the following 

comment on blues:l 

'Fhe ' first e.ight and the last nine poems in this book 
are ri tten after the manner of Negro folk-so,ngs kn.own as 
Blues. The Blues, unlike the Spirituals, have a strict 
poetic pattern: one long line repeated an a third line to 
rhyme i th the first two. Sometimes the second line 1n 
repetition is slightly changei and sometimes, but very 
seldom, it is omitted. The mood of tile Blues is almost 
always despondency, but when they re sung, people laugh." 

The most famous creation of Langston Hughes in this style 

1Hugbes, Fine Clothes To Tbe Jew, P• xiii. 



is the title poem of his first book, The Weary Blues. 

Blues 

"Tbe -eery Blues" is not in its essence a true ~blues" 

form, except that it incorporates within itself bits of the 

melody from which it takes :its neme: 2 

I got the eary Blues 
And I can't be satisfied. 
Got the eary Blues 
And can't be satisfied--
! ain't happy no mo' 
And I wish that I hed died." 

Kost often these melodies ere sung by a single vocalist 

to the accompanient thumping ot a guitar or banjo. Thus 

is Jimboy portrayed in Hughes' later novel or Negro life. 3 

Mo,re recently, the piano and saxophone h ve come to be 

popular instrumental companions ot the moan. Today, the 

most popular blues-singers are women with contralto voices • 

.Almost invariably, the the.me of such songs is despair as 

felt by the underprivileged Negro group. Most often, the 

ballad is in plain harsh language. The expressed thought 

is frequently ep1gramatic, as in "Gypsy Man":4 

"Love, Oh, love is 
such a strange disease. 
Love, Oh, love is 
SUoh a strange disease. 
When it hurts yo' heart you 
Sho can't find no ease." 

~ughes, The e r:y Blues, p. 23. 

3 -----~, Not ithout Laughter, see Bibliography. 
4 .. ____ _ 



!o one ho is unfamiliar with blues" as they are sung, 

much of the poetic grace and all the musical rhythm is 

lost. Nearly all "blues" follow one or two identical 

tune-patterns; although 1nd1v14~al singers often apply 

varying empha es and interpretations to the original. 

The subject matter of Blues has al-ready been discussed. 

Despite their commonplace origin, Blues appeal to nearly 

all peqples because the em.otions they express are universal: 5 

•I' Ill. go in' down to de river 
.An' I ain't goin• there to swim. 

, Goin' down to de river, 
Ain't goin' there to wim. 
Ma true love's lett m.re, an' 
I'm goin' there to think about him. 

Love is like whiskey, 
Love is like red, red wine. 
love is like whiskey, 
o, like sweet red wine. 
It you wants to be happy 
You got to love all de time. 

I'm goin' up in a tower 
Tall as a tree is tall. 
Say up in a tower 
Tall as a tree ia tall. 
Gonna think about ma man an' 
Let ma tool- elf tall. 

Langston Hughes is a master of the blues form. Because 

he understands and knows the lives of these people, his 

songs are genuine nd spontaneous. 

Some attention should oo drawn to the f'act that most blues 

are in die.le ct • s employed by Hughes, dialect is a 

shifting medium of speech, depending upon the people and 

5 ill_g_. , p. 81. 
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the circumstances of expression. In no instance solely 

does Hughes use the complete dialect of Dunbar; yet for 

his purposes his own method is just as effective. Hughes 

also makes extensive use of dialect in his free-verse poems. 

Probably the secret of his notable success in partial

dialecf is that the language· he uses is always the natural 

expression-customs of the people he portrays. That is a 

criterion of all good poetry. 

F:ree Verse 

Although it has received less public attention, 

Hughes does a far superior job in his free-verse poetry. 

By far the majority of his poems fall under this classi

fication. Sometimes, Langston Hughes mixes an occasional 

rhyme with his free-verse; sometimes he produces a "stream

or-consciousness·.i effect as in "Railroad Avenue". More 

often he is soberly direct: making his poetry say and mean 

just what the situation demands. 

It is a significant truth that Hughes is nearly 

always reflective or philosophical in his free-verse poems. 

The irregular cadences seem bet t er to fit the changing . 

processes of the thinking mind than the natural rhythms 

of his people. Rich imagery and careful objective analysis 

add to the effective charm of lines such as found in "To 

A Little Lover Lass, Dead".s 

6Hughes, The Wwary Blues, p. 31. 



"She 
Who searched for lovers 
In· the night 
Has gone the quiet way 
Into the still 
Dark land of death · · 
Beyond the rim of day. 

Now like a little lonely waif 
She walks 
An endless street · 
And gives her kiss to nothingness, 
Would God his lips were sweet." 

The foregoing example demo~strates · many of the finest 

qualities of Hughes' free-verse. There is the familiar 

subject---this time~ a "woman of .the streets"---whom 

tragedy has stalked. · There is descriptive force: her 
- -

after-existence is portrayed in terms of ·her bodily 
. -

experiences, the only type of extensions human beings 

can make in subjective thought. There is the unusual 

image called up in the concluding stanza, and there is 

the active philosophic touch in the final sentence. 

Sometimes the philosophy seems bitter, as in "Young 

Pro-s ti tu te" • 7 

"Her dark brown race 
Is like a withered flower 
On a broken stem. 
Those kind come cheap in Harlem 
So they say. 

But one is never sure whether the bitterness is resident 

in the poem or springs from the shocked reaction for the 

reader at the faithfully-drawn picture. · 

If' free-verse is Langston Hughes' medium of greatest 

7 
34 



triumph, it also affords his weaker moments. Hughes 

begins his "Lenox Avenue: Midnight 118 with a characteris

tically startling theme: 

"The rhythm of life 
Is a jazz rhythm, 
Honey. 
The gods are .laughing at us. 

And then he sloppily lapses into a weaker sentimental 

strain quite foreign to the daring quality of the opening: 

The broken heart of love, 
The weary, weary heart af pain,--

Overtones, · 
Undertones, 

To the rumble of street cars, 
To the swish of rain. 

The faint hint of rhythm and the inadvertent rhyme at the 

end perceptibly weaken the masculine dare-devil strength 

that the beginning prom;ses. Fortunately, Hughes made 

few such slips as these. 

Another type of criticism of Hughes' free verse stems 

from the inconstant hesitancy of theme-development in 

"As I Grew Older", a protest against the growing realization 

of racial discrimination and prejudioe.9 Unl~ss repetition 

has a dramatic or poetic value, it asas nothing to a poem. 

As in music, variations of melody (in this instance, thought 

patterns) should be a deliberate touch calculated to lend 

beauty or give emphasis to the piece. The following 

extraction illustrates the fault: · 

8 Ibid., p. 39. 
9 
~., P• 55. 
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"And then the wall rose, 
Rose slowly, 
Slowly, 
Between me and my dream. 
Rose slowly, slowly, 
Dinnning, 
Hiding, 
The light of my dream. 
Rose until it touched the sky--
The wall." 

There is no lack of strength in the original idea. But 

the development of the idea is hampered by a lack of 

directness. These faults stand out when compared with 

an adjoining poem which exhibits Langston Hughes' int~gral 
. - -

skill and magnificent descriptive power at its apes:10 

"The lazy, laughing South 
With blood on its mouth, 
Beautiful, like a woman, 
Seductive as a dark-eyed whore, 

Passionate, cruel, 
Honey-lipped, syphilitie--
That is the South. 

There is no indication here of lack of direction. Langston 

Hughes says what he means---and says it with vivid competency, 

as when he draws the picture of: 

"The child-minded South 
Scratching in the dead fire's ashes 
For a Negro's bones. n 

Hughes is a master of unusual pictorial powa~. Literature 

holds few examples of so significant, though harsh, descrip

tion as is found in "Carribbean Sunset"11 

nGod having a hemorrhage, 
Blood coughed across the sky, 
Staining the dark sea red, 
That is sunset in the Carribbean." 

lOibid ., p. 54. 



One of the chief features of free verse is the advantage 

of facility in epigram~tic expression. Hughes makes happy 

use of this adaptability in "Suicide's Note". 12 

"The calm, 
. Cool race of the river 
Asked me for a kiss. 

Despite himself, Hughes exhibits a strain of 

sentimentalism breaking through at unexpected times. 

Sentimentalism is not to be mistaken for softness, how~ver. 

The quality which Hughes' sentimentality reflects is more 

nearly akin to the dramatic impulse in description and 

interpretation. This adds to, rather than subtracts from, 

the effectiveness of the language. A splendid example is 

provided in "Sick Room".12 

"How quiet 
It is in this sick room 
Where on the bed 
A silent woman lies between two lovers--
Life and Death, 
And all three covered with a sheet of pain. 

The final line in this poem is not simply description:--

it is emotional evaluation, it is the cryptic remark. And 

it sets the other lines apart, giving them individuality 

and character. It is not softness, but it!!_ sentiment. 

Descriptive Power.- Many of Hughes' free verse efforts 

are simple descriptions---as an artist would paint a picture 

of sheer mountain beauty---but there is sometimes resident 

11~., p ,. 76. 

12Ibid., p. 87. -
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within them imputable qualities of passion or bitterness , 

just as the onlooker on nature sees purpose---malignant 

or benign---in the innumerable phenomena of the universe . 

There is no evidence that the author did or did not intend 

that the pertinent interpreta tion be drawn; but a review 

of Hughes ' outspoken opinions convinces that he was aware 

that the judgment was inherent in the lines when he 

construct~d them . Poems of this type include "Soledad" , 

"To The Dark Mercedes of EL PALACIO de AMOR" , "Mexican 

Market Woman" , "After Many Springs" , "Young Bride" , 
- -

"The Dream- Keeper" , and a dedicatory poem, nTo F. S. ". 

Dunbar Tradition .• The nearest approach Hughes makes 

to Dunbar is found in "Mother to Son" , a kindly reminiscent 

old piece full of motherly concern and traditional Negro 

optimism • . It is ironical that this most radical departure 

from Hughes' usual style should be among the poet's most 

popular and familiar verse . And yet , this poem is not too 

much different , either---for it exhibits Hughes • amazingly 

accurate ability to translate in terms of native speech 

the eloquent experiences of his people . "Mother to Son" is 

milder in temper than some other admonitory works or Hughes ; 

and perhaps this quality gives it greater acceptability . 

Whatever the cause or its popularity, Mother to Son" is 

highly deserving of esteem, and is ·likely to outlive its 

13!.2!,g.. ' p. 88. 
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more startling contemporaries. 

In all Hughes• poetry there is no other work falling 

quite within the class of "Railroad venue". Written in 

the "Stream- of- consciousness" technique, it represents 

probably the most bitter-by-implication piece of the poet . 

The poem is more than a protest against race: it is protest 

against life as well. And it constitutes one of the surest 

first indications of Hughes • veering from conventional 

paths- - -, but it is more exciting for that fact. The easy 

toleration of Hughes• earlier poems is missing here---but 

there is nor raillery or shouting against Fate . There is 

something much more terrible: a quiet grim realization of 

the inexorable trap these people (and all peoples) live 

within . The entire poem is reproduced hereinafter:14 

"Dusk dark 
On Railroad venue. 
Lights in the fish joints , 
Lights in the pool rooms. 
A box- oar some train 
Has forgotten 
In the middle of the 
Block. 
A player piano , 

victrola . 
942 
Was the number. 

boy 
Lounging on a corner. 
A passing girl 
With urple powdered skin. 

Laughter 
Suddenly 
Like a taut drum. 
Laughter 
Suddenly 
Neither truth nor lie • 

. 14Hughes:, Fine Clothes To The Jew, p. 27 . 
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Hardening the dusk dark evening . 
Laughter 

Shaking the lights in the fish joints , 
Rolling white balls in the pool rooms , 
And leaving untouched the box·- car 
Some train has forgotten. 

Again, the frightening innuendos of interpretation may be 

elaimed to reside in the reader rather than in the poetry; 

but it seems obvious here that much more is intended than 

a description of a night - scene . Anew a note of hardness 

and sadness seems evident in the poet . Life is a box- car 

left stranded in the middle of the unfathomable universe . 

It was Thomas Hardy who struck a similar pes s imistic note: 

Has some Vast Imbecility, 
Mighty to build and blend, 
But impotent to tend,---

Framed us in jest and left us now to hazardry? 

Hughes does not~ that this is the meaning to be extracted 

from the poem . That would not be great art. 

One of the most often quoted free - verse poems in 

similar vein is "Brass Spitoons" . Some writers think this 

poem is emblematic of Hughes ' adventurous outlook gained 

from his multiple travel experiences . Like "Railroad Avenue" , 

it is in the "stream- of- consciousness technique , although 

it is much more subjective than the other . "Brass Spitoons" 

tells the story of a young Negro man with the onerous task 

of cleaning hotel spitoons and trying to salvage a satis 

faction out of life in his own crudely- conceived way . A 

philosophic conflict much like that found in "Railroad 

Avenue" is handled by Hughes in lighter vein : the young man 
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finds a rationalization for the mix-up of babies, gin, 

church, and easy wom~n, in a resigned pride that he keeps 

his spitoons shining clean of the slime which each day 

renews his labor. 

In free-verse that approaches the continuity of prose 

paragraphs, Langston Hughes tells the tragic story of 

"Ruby Brown", young Negro maid whose thwarted ambitions 

lead her to become the prostitute of white men. Because 

Hughes does not throw a cloak of shameful hypocrisy around 

his characters, the pseudo-respectable ways of some white

folks stands the more clearly reyealed. Moralists may 

prqtest that a choice of a life of sin is always a personal 

issue: Hughes intends to show the mandatory influences of 

circumstances---and because he is complete in _his portrayals, 

he sees that:15 

••••• the white men 
( ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J 
Habitues of the high shuttered houses, 
Pay more money to her now 
Than they ever did before, 
When she worked in their kitchens. 

Religious Poetry.- The exact reason why may be a 

matter for conjecture; but Hughes has more difficulty in 

convincing when his topic subjects are religious. His 

most successful effort in this line is entitled "Fire", a 

chant much like the traditional Negro jump-songs. It may 

have no significance to the present discussion, but it 

15Ibid., P• 30. 
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will be noted that the poem is bui l t around a lack of 

faith and does not attempt the high exuberance of most 

Ballads of faith. Because of its spectacular qualities 

the poem is quoted here in its entirety . 16 

"Fire , 
. Fire , Lord l 
Fire gonna burn ma soul . 

I ain ' t been good , 
I ain ' t been clean, 
I been stinkin ', low- down, mean . 

Fire , 
Fire , Lordl 
Fire gonna burn ma soul t 

Tell me , brother, 
Do you believe 
If you wanta go to heaben 
Got to moan an ' grieve? 

Fire , 
Fire , Lord l 
Fire gonna burn ma soul t 

I been stealin' , 
Been telling lies , 
Had more women 
Than Pharoah had wives . 

Fire , 
Fire , Lord l 
Fire gonna burn ma soul t 
I means Fi re , Lord l 
Fire gonna burn ma soul l · 

One might say that the poem is almost irreligious- ~- so 

pronounced is the skepticism expressed in the fourth stanza . 

But to one familiar with the fervor of the old- time Negro 

church, this is a faithful presentation of a normal religious 

expression . 17 

16~., P • 50 . 
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Probably the one other instance where Hughes achieves 

a truly masterful and authentic religious scene is found 

in "Feet of Jesus":18 

"At de feet o' Jesus, 
Sorrow like a sea. 
Lordy, let yo' mercy 
Come driftin' down on me. 

At de feet of Jesus, 
At yo' feet I stand 
o, ma little Jesus, 
Please reach out yo' hand."19 

Beale Street Love.- Returning to the depiction of 

Beale Street Love, Hughes is once again superbly in the 

element of his best poetic effort. He is able to project 

his understanding into the lines of the sophisticated , 

peasants, producing a philosophic genuineness not likely 

to be surpassed in the same field. Consider, for example, 

the title poem:20 

"Love 
Is a brown man•s .fist 
With hard knuckles 
Crushing the lips, 
-Blackening the eyes,--
Hit me again, 
Says Clorinda. 

17Elmer T. Clark, The Negro And His Religion, pp. 43, 44. 
Quoting from those pages: 

"The colored man is naturally religious and readily 
responds to Christian effort. His strong emotional 
temperament, however, frequently causes his worship to 
degenerate into a frenzied orgy of shouting, moaning, 
and bodily gyrations. In his ignorance he is often made 
the slave of gross superstitions, and .it is by no means 
unusual to find marked survivals of voodooism." 

18 
Hughes, Fine Clothes To The Jew, p. 47. 

19An.1nferior revised version of the poem found in the 
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Probably the most-voiced criticism of Hughes by his own 

people is that his characterizations are always one-sidedly 

from the lowest Negro elements. There is some validity 

to this argument. 

Hughes does indeed repeatedly portray the Negro of' 

whiskey-bouts, chippie-chasing, loud-mouthed, swearing, 

fighting, shouting nights and labor-filled days. Those 

types march across his pages illuminated against the naked 

light of Hughes' deep-seeing, and stripped of the soft 

sentimentality so often wrapped around the Negro's vices. 

Though these portrayals may injure the feelings of Negro 

readers and amuse white ones, still Hughes may take some sat

isfaction that his crusading purpose is accomplished. 

One of Hughes most sensational poems is in mixed 

free-verse and rhyme. It is called "Mulatton, and it tells 

the oft-recurring story of white men lusting for Negro 

women. Reading critics most often think of this poem when 

pouring libations on Hughes' protesting bitterness. 

Probably in no other poem is Hughes more severely critical 

of white hypocriay: white men who publicly condemn and 

persecute the women that they slip around at night to 

sleep with: 21 

"I !!!! your !£!!, white manL 

Georgta dust 
And the turpentine woods. 
One of the pillars of the temple fell. 

20 Ibid., P• 68. 
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~· ~~~t 
Like helIT --
The moon over the turpentine woods. 
The Southern night 
Full of stars, 
Great big yellow stars. 

Juicy bodies 
Of nigger wenches 
Blue black 
Against black fences. 
o, you little bastard boy, 
What's a body but a toy? 

The scent of pine-wood stings ·the soft night air 
. What' s the Rtdy ~ your mother? 
Silver mooii!fg . everywhere. , 

What's the btd!: of your mother? 
Sharp p!ne~en ntile evening ai,r. 

A nigger night, 
A nigger joy, 
A little ye11ow 
Bastard boy. 

Naw,~ ain't !!!I. brother. 
N'Iggers a!n*t !!!l. brother. 
Not ever. 
Wigger:s-ain 1t !!!Y brother. 

The Southern night is full of stars, 
Great big yellow stars. 

o, sweet as earth, 
Dusk dark bodies 
Give sweet birth 

To little yellow bastard boys. 

Git on back there in the night, 
You irn Ttwhite. · - --------

The bright stars scatter everywhere. 
Pine wood scent in the evening air . 

A nigger night, 
A nigger joy. 

I !!!! your !EE_, white ~l 

A little yellow 
Bastard boy. 

Proof of Hughes' increasing bitterness becomes more readily 

21Ibid., p. 71. 
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apparent in the foregoing poem than in any previous work. 

Additional evidence toward the same conclusion may be found 

in ttMagnolia Flowersn 22 and "Red Silk Stockings". 23 At 

the same time Hughes moves closer in sympathy to the plight 

of his people. Because the tendency is to gloss over the 

faults of the folks we love,· Langston Hughes may lose 

something in vividness and piquancy. 

Rhymed Poetry 

Thus far, little direct reference has been made to 

rhymed poetry, although Hughes makes nearly as extensive 

use of this standard poetic device as he does of free-verse. 

The natural music of his art finds enhancement in the lilting 

rhytimns that this medium makes possible. So adroitly does 

Hughes combine words and emphases that their singing melody 

seems to leap- audibly from the printed line. "Negro Dancers" 

illustrates this point:24 

"Me an' . ma baby's got 
Two mo' ways, 
Two mo' ways to do de Charleston\ 

Da, da, 
Da, da, da\ 

Two mo' ways to do de Charles ton\" 

By varying the line-length and shortening the intervals 

between emphases, Hughes achieves this high-stepping ectasy 

22Ibid., p. 70. 
23Ib1d., p. 73. 

24Hughes, The Weary Blues, p. 26. 
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in "To Midnight Nan at Leroy's": 25 

· "Strut and iggle, 
.. Shameless gal. 

ouldn•t no good fellow 
Be your pal. 

Hear dat music •••• 
J'iiiigle night • 
Hear dat music •••• 
~t~moon was white. - ----- ..........._ .............. ---
Sing yo' blues song, 
Pretty baby. 
You want lovin' 
And you don't mean maybe. 

J 1 lover •••• 
black ~hy .... 

o ~alnst e moon 
And t~e moon was joy. 

Strut and wiggle, 
Shameless Nan . 
Wouldn't no good fellow 
Be your man. 

No little part of Hughes' effectiveness lies in the euphonic 

qualities of the words he selects. In the preceding example, 

words such as "strutn, "wiggle", "dat", "baby", etc., carry 

connotations of high contributive worth to the poem . 

Sometimes, Hughes resorts to more overt techniques to 

produce rhythmic effects, as in "Harlem Night Club", the 

jazz band's playing is orthographically represented by 

gradations from small to capital letters as in a blaring 

effect: 26 

25Ibid., P• 30. 

26~., p .• 32. 

"Jazz-band, jazz-band, 
Play, plAy, PLAYl ' . 
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One of the more pleasant rhythms which Hughes 

constructed , "Song For Banjo Dance" gains charm in swift -

flowing lines repeated with but slight deviations and varied 

with picturesquely short dancing lines between. The tragic 

element is suppressed to a minimum, as sults the rapid 

tempo of the theme , to produce a poem as lively as its title . 

One of the most impressive standard-English rhymed 

verses Hughes has done apart and separate from race - themes , 

is found in his early "Winter Moan" : 27 

"How thin and sharp is the moon tonight t 
How thin and sharp and ghostly white 
Is the curved slim crook of the moon tonight t " 

Surprise, as embodied in the summarizing completeness of 

the final rhyming line , makes the already-uniquely depicted 

theme even more effective . It is a public loss that Hughes 

did not attempt more variations along the same line . 

"Sea Calm" employs a rhyming technique which other 

twentieth- century writers have also used to advantage . 28 

Six lines which present two essential thoughts , and which 

seem to be free-verse at first glance , break down under 

closer scrutiny into two rhyming phrases coincident with 

the previously- observed thoughts . The artistic deception 

is helped by the judicious integrity of each individual 

line: 

27Ibid ., P • 44 . 
28

Ibid ., P • 75 . 
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Sea Calm 

How still, 
How strangely still 
The water is today. 
It is not good 
For water 
To be so still that way . 

A sl11Jilar device is used less advantageously is "Sea Charm" 29 

an obviou~ly closely-related poem,---and with some greater 

success in "Poem"30, a dream of the future. 

Hughes high lyric ability finds expression in no finer 

stanzas than 11 Song For A Dark Girl":31 

"Way Down South In Dixie 
(Break the heart of me) 

They hung my black young lover 
To a cross-roads tree. 

Way Down South In Dixie 
(Bruised body high in airJ 

I asked the white Lord Jesus 
What was the use of prayer. 

Way Down South In Dixie 
(Break the heart of me) 

Love is a naked shadow 
On a gnarled and naked tree." 

An almost unnoticed jibe at the sunny South of DiXie song 

and ballad is given voice in the capitalized take-off on 

the famous "Dixieland" piece. Hughes achieves another 

high point in lyric tragedy in the final stan~a of "Black 

Gal".32 

29Ibid., P• 80. 

30ibid., P • 108. 

31Hughes, Fine Clothes To The Jew, p. 75. 

32Ib1d., P• 66. 
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"Minstrel Man" 33 employs again the ~ffectJve hidden

rhyme technique of nsea Calmn and "Sea Charm". In this 

instance, however, the stanza is an alternating four-line 

rhyming piece which subjectively divides an!,:£,!, b, 

rhyme scheme to appear_!,--, b,--, !,,--, b,--. (the dashes 

representing broken line-patternsJ. Again, the harmony of 

the division is assured by the natural completeness of 

each divided line. 

The two books of Langston Hughes, The Weary Blues, 

and Fine Clothes TO The Jew, which make up the bulk of 

the poet's great work, have been the basis of discussion 

in this chapter. The Weary Blues is an early volume and 

shows at times. the still-developing hand of the author. 

Fine Clothes mo The Jew is more mature, bitter, and full 

of poetic excellences. Rather than break the discussion 

down into artificially divided parts, the method of this 

chapter has been to follow through each type of poetry from 

one book to the other, pointing out the gradual development. 

In summary, Hughes' poetic accomplishment seems to 

rest upon his popular "blues", but I have tried to show 

that his real achievment is in the field of free verse. 

His most successful subject is race, and satire is his 

best style. Second in importance is the lyric quality of' 

his rhymed verse; again most successful when his subject 

is race. He is particularly skilled in the .vivid depiction 

33Hughes, The Dream-Keeper, p. 38. 
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of human character as it is, and uses as an aid the 

"natural language" of the people of his poems. This may 

be dialect, or it may be many of the variations from the 

standard English . 

Hughes is less successful in the handling of religious 

themes, although there are notable exceptions. He seems 

to grow more bitterly intense from his early poems; and 

his novel shows his satiric tendencies developed to a 

high point. One valid criticism of Hughes seems to be 

that he portrays only the lower Negro element in its 

moments of greatest depravity; and there seems to be some 

justice to the complaint. But Hughes is proud of his 

people as he is conscious of their defects. His attitude 

may be summed up in his "Laughers"34 , a description of' 

Negroes as he knows them: 

Dream singers, 
Story tellers, 
Dancers, 
Loud laughers in the hands of Fate. 

34Hughes, Fine Clothes To The Jew, p. 77 . 



CHAPTER V. 

LANGSTON HUGHES AND SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Social Position of the Negro 

There is a reported story that a celebrated white 

poet in reviewing the works of Negro writers admitted that 

here and there a name stood out---Dunbar , McKay, W. E. B. 

DuBois - -wbut , turning to a literary friend , he protested: 

"But they are all so radical." Whereupon the friend , with 

the wisdom born of many years , replied: "Truly sir , it is 

impossible to be a Negro and not a radical at the same time . " 

While this statement is by no means to be allowed to 

stand uncontested, there is mu.ch of truth in the outspoken 

view . Negroes enjoy the least of social benefits and suffer 

most from whatever deficiencies are visited upon the nation 

as a whole . Negroes are denied en masse even the common 

privileges of good health and wholesome living in many 

instances; and their lack of political rights is a notorious 

American custom . Even in his most humble social aspirations 

the Negro is hampered , restricted and prohibited from 

certain publicly- accepted benefits for no other reason than 

the color of his skin. He may not live in the upper- class 

neighborhoods , no matter how much money or culture he has. 

The Negro may not sit with whites in theatres , nor eat with 

them in cares , nor live with them in hotels , nor play with 

them in public parks and playgrounds , nor learn with them 
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in schools , nor worship with them in churches , nor fight 

with them in the army and navy , nor suffer with them in 

hospitals , nor even lie dead with them in graveyards. 

Is it any wonder that the Negro should emphasize social 

justice . 

Langston Hughes stands in the forefront along with 

the · race leaders who seek social j'ustice . His poetry 

bristles with that unspoken need; his prose , novels , plays , 

and short stories drive home the point time after time with 

a whisperingly bitter obligato running thread- thin through 

every page and paragraph. Hughes is not a rapid advocate 

of open rebellion; yet he has been numbered among those 

who . believe in Communist ideals. He has lost status and 

reputation because of his firm beliefs; and latterly, he 

has all but complete1y ·1ost a voice among his own countrymen . 

Justification of the Chapter 

Before further study of Langston Hughes • social outlook , 

it may be well to bring out the pertinence of the study to 

his poetic accomplishment . Poetry is more than a literary 

creation: it is a social contribution springing from and 

adhering to the lives of the people who give it birth. It 

has for its purpose more than a simple vicarious enjoyment: 

its aim is to instruct , praise , flatter , memorialize , 

desc·ribe , criticize , approve , reject , deliberate , propound , 

i nfluence , aveet , amuse , enrage , resist , encourage , condemn, 
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and perpetuate the ideals and ideas which surround the 

peoples: of the community, state, and world. Many a writer 

has had social aims which did mot find expression in his 

writings; some few others have found it advisable to conceal 

their real beliefs for rear of an oppressive public O.pinion. 

But the great majority of writers accurately reflect in 

their writings the aims and beliefs they most earnestly 

desire and advocate. Langston Hughes is a leader among 

this latter group. His most important ideal is social , 

justice for his people. 

In his early writings Hughes did not exhibit a social 

purpose equal to his later tendencies. He was merely proud 

of his people---of their vivid colorful lives and emotions , 

of their naturalness in joy, in work , in sorrow, and even 

in their sins. Because his habit is to see and portray 
'-

honestly every detail of the lives of these people , Hughes 

found himself putting in the disappointment , squalor, misery 

and heartaches which came of an outside volition and which 

drove these simple folk to despair, to drink, to diseased 

vices and death. With an almost imperceptible change, 

Hughes became more than photographer, more than retouching 

artist: he became a champion of a down- trodden people. It 

must be a bitter realization that this same staunch defense 

of his people has led Hughes to a position where he has 

lost the ear and even the sympathy of more of them than he 

ever gained by spreading their vices before the public gaze. 
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W. E . B. DuBois has written the creed of social justice 

to which Langston Hughes would most probably subscribe , 

in its forward - looking features a t least:l 

"I believe in God , who made of one blood all nations 
that on earth do dwell . I believe that all man, black and 
brown and white , are brothers , varying through time and 
opportunity, in form and fitness and feature , but differing 
in no essential particular, and alike in soul and the 
possibility of infinite development . 

"Especially do I believe in the Negro Race: in the 
beauty of genius , the sweetness of its soul , and its strength 
in that meek.ness which shall yet inherit this turbulent earth 

nI believe in Pride of race and lineage and self : in 
pride of lineage so great as to despise no man ' s father ; 
in #pride of race so chivalrous as neither to offer bastardy 
to the weak nor beg wedlock of the strong, knowing that 
men may be brothers in Christ , even though they be not 
brothers - in- law . 

11 I believe in Service---humble , reverent service , from 
the blackening of boots to the whitening of souls ; for Work 
is Heaven, Idleness Hell , and Wage is the 'Well done l of the 
Master , who summoned all them that labor and are heavy laden, 
making no distinction between the black sweat i ng cotton- hands 
of Georgia and the first families of Virginia , since all 
distinction not based on deed is devilish and not divine . 

"I believe in the Devil and his angels , who wantonly 
work to narrow the opportunity of struggling human beings , 
especially if they be black ; who spit in the faces of the 
fallen , strike them that cannot strike again, believe the 
worst and work to prove it , hating the image which theiD 
Maker stamped upon a brother ' s soul . " 

Langston Hughes would probabl y have little patience with 

the purittannical concept of l abor as expressed in the Creed , 

but · it serves ithout alteration in most other particul ars . 

Hughes primary conception of social evil is that 

hypocrisy which puts artificial monetary values , (and social 

and political values too ) upon underpriveleged human beings . 

Thus , in "Young Prostitute" , 2 he attacks the social inadequac 

l E . B. DuBois , Darkwater , p . 3. from the ncredon . 
2 . 

Hughes , The Wear Blues , P • 34 . 
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which forces women to sell their bodies nightly for a 

few pennies for bread and liquor to make them forget . An 

economic trap closes on these young girls , .blasting their 

flower of youth with the virus of disease , sorrow, pestilence 

and poverty---and finally Death encloses them with .his rough 

embrace of pity . In "Cross"3 , Hughes presents the probl em 

of the illegitimate child of a white man and colored woman: 

nMy old man ' s a white old man 
And my old mother ' s black . 
If ever I cursed my white old man 
I take my curses back . 

If ever I cursed my b l ack old mother 
And wished she were in hell , 
I'm sorry for that evil wish 
And now I wish her well . 

My old man died in a fine big house . 
My ma died in a shack . 
I wonder where I ' m gonna die , 
Being neither white nor black . 

Quite apart from the hypocritical social condemnation of 

a mixed union, Hughes has here assailed both white and Negro 

partiality against persons differing from themselves in 

personal appearance and heredity . The r eprobate old white 

gatherer or femine charm has his mis - alliance and goes back 

to his sedate white institutions to live and die in honor 

and respect: the black old mot her continues t .o suffer the 

scorn and disdainful injustice of the whites without making 

provisions for the successful entry of her son into either 

white or Negro social groups. The final realization that 

neither p~rent was quite free to accept the proper responsi 

bilities of parenthood tempers the mula t to ' s censure of 
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or both parents , and at the same time redirects a 

searching blast at the larger social institutions which 

(1) bound the white father to deny and disown his Negro 

son, and (2 J forced the Negro mother to bring jeopardy 

into the boy ' s life along with poverty and the shame of 

unacceptability into either social group . I t is not 

necessary to depend upon conjecture for these conclusions , 

for Hughes has written a powerful short story dealing with 

the same theme.4 

"The Jester" deals with a social error which not 

specifically race alone: the happy carefree disposition 

with which the Negro has been national ly characterized, 

is in reality but the mask wide- grinning of sorrow, his 

misery and secret tears . Because he is denied entry into 

other fields or endeavor , the Negro must make a spectacle 

of himself as dancer , juggler , jester , clown, fool , for 

the pleasure of arrogancy ' s darlings . But this is an 

early poem and the crusading spirit of Hughes still slumbers . 

It slumbers on in "The South" 5 and in t~As I Grew Older" , 6 

two poems of mild protes t which are less understandable 

because of the calm acceptance of the vividly portrayed 

3 
~., P • 52. 

4 Hughes , The Ways Of White Folks , p . 200 . "Fa~her To Son" . 
5Hughes , The Weary Blues , P• 54. 
6 Ibid ., P • 55 . 
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injustices they embody. In both poems Hughes pictures 

himself as a child eager to be loved and appreciated for 

his worth; then, rejected and rebuffed, he puzzlingly 

queries a solution in patience and humble meekness . This 

is not to be true of Hughes' later portrayals. He is to 

flail violently against the bars which form the cage of 

his "circus of civilization" . 7 He is to grow impatient of 

his back- door seat in the kitchen of America ' s omnigenous 

blessings- --a seat where he may nsing America if he wills" , 

but no white man will listen to his voice . In poetry, prose 

and drama he i s to lash out with subtle invective against 

that injustice with such cutting bitterness as to arouse 

the grudging praise of t hos e it excoriates. 

A critical review of Langston Hughes• poetry in the 

Independent , quoted on the fly leaf of Hughes• second book , 9 

sums up Hughes' social position thus: 

"Dim racial consciousness of Africa , the sharp memory 
of revolt against the scheme of things today---the delirous 
•escape" f r om life provided by Harlem, by music , by 
syncopation and blues , by dancing , by raw drink and wild 
love---all these elements are woven through his poems • ••• 
He has the fine qualities of force , passion, directness , 
and sensitive perception . " 

There is an implied criticism in Hughes' description 

of social maladjustment , as in the casual love and midnight 

"whoopee" of background environment in many of his poems . 

7 
~ ., P • 100 . 

8 
~ ., P • 109. 

9 Hughes , Fine Clothes To The Jew . 
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But it is doubtful if the poet meant more than to bring 

out the characteristics of these people as illuminated 

against the screen of their actual living conditions. 

Hughes is no long- nosed, shifty-eyed reformer; on the 

contrary he seems to derive a wholesome zest from living 

dangerously as his adventurous carriage of his life attests . 

But he does demand a man 's right to choose his own 

liabilities ,. and to triumph when by strength and wisdom 

he has conquered. 

Langston Hughes touches lightly on the operat~on of 

moral codes as expressed in legal statute and common law . 

In this he treats his characters with the most human 

naturalness: they regard such laws with subordinate contempt 

until such time as by default of prudence and caution the 

individual loses his initiative to the machine of public 

justice-- -then, the offender resignedly submits himself to 

whatever fate his incautiousness has brcught. A typical 

example is the "Ballad of Gin Mary" , a liquor- ridden female 

who says of herself: 10 

"Seems like bad licker, 
Judge , won I t let me be •••• " 

.And with a slightly different emphasis in the song on the 

"Death of Do Dirty" . 11 

LO 
Ibid • , p • 3 5 • 

11
Ibid ., P • 36 . 
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" • • • They called him Do Dirty 
Cause he was black 
An ' had cut his gal 
An ' shot a man in de back. 

Ma friend o' mine. 

But when I was hungry, 
Had nothing to eat 
He brought me corn bread 
An ' a stew of meat. 

Good friend o' mine. 

An' when de cops got me 
An' put me in jail 
If Dirty had de - oney 
He ' d go ma ba i 1 • 

O, ma friend o ' mine. 

That night he got kilt 
I was standin ' in de street . 
Somebody comes by 
An 1 says yo ' boy is gettin' beat. 

Ma f r iend o ' mine . 

But when I got there 
An' seen de ambulance 
A guy was sayin ' 
He ain't got a chance . 

Best friend o ' mine . 

An' de ones that kilt him,--
Damn their souls ,---
I ' m gonna fill ' em up full o ' 
Bullet holes . 

Ma friend o ' mine . " 

Hughes , like most Negroes , is probably well aware of the 

hostile program of persecution adopted toward persons of 

color by the police in many metropolitan centers . In 

consequence , the attitude of these people toward the 

machinations of law is one of distrust , abhorrance , and 
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resentment . This is more clearly brought out in Hughes ' 

prose than in his verse . An interpretable hint in the 

same vein is found in the third quoted stanza of the 

preceding poem . 

"Evil is its own reward" , has been the assertion of 

many a writer before Hughes; and the apparent corollary, 

nthere is no reward for good deeds other than the deed 

itself" . The importance of this enunciated principle 

reaveals itself in Hughes • portrayal of social evil and 

social justice . In "Prayer"12 , Hughes questions in his 

most sincere manner: 

ttr ask you this: 
Which way to go? 
I ask you this: 
Which sin to bear? 
Which crown to put 
Upon my hair? 

Social Discrimination 

Most whites are not aware of the deep social clefts 

among Negroes which sanetimes exist between lighter and 

darker persons . Conscious most of their mutual rejection 

from the Caucasian group , many hundreds of thousands of 

near-whites and half- whites are today classified as Negroes , 

and live with brown, tan, and darker peoples- --united through 

their common oppression . Wherever that social oppression is 

lifted or rela~ed , these people of variant colors become 

conscious of their differences---and , patterning their 

12Ibid ., P • 48. 
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actions in this respect (as in many others) after the 

whites, both Negro groups ascribe to themselves s~perior 

virtues and advanced social prestige. The effect of such 

a schism is wide- spread social strife among lighter and 

darker Negroes . It is important to remember , however , that 

the more severe avenues of discrimination are closed to 

these competing groups by the dominant whites , who are 

still exercising prohibitive social repression over both 

groups. 

Langston Hughes has caught this element of social 

strife among Negroes on both sides of the picture. In 

"Black Gal" , he depicts the emotional disaster occasioned 

by a yellow girl competing with a darker girl for the love 

of the brown- skin Albert . The nBlack Gal" complains:13 

"I ' s always been a workin ' girl , 
. I .. treated .Albert fine • 
Ain't cut him wid no razor, 
Ain ' t never been unkind . 

Yet it seems like always 
Men takes all they can from me 
Then they goes an • finds a yaller gal 
An 1 lets me be . " 

Langston Hughes ' casual treatment of this theme is hardly 

more accentuated than in "Evil Woman11 14 

"I can't have no woman ' s 
Got such low- down ways , 
Cause a blue- gummed womanl5 
Ain •t de style now days.'' 

14Ibid ., p. 62. 
15 Among Negroes , many exceptionally black persons are 

familiarly referred to as ''evil " . T}lis is an example of 
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But in prose Hughes is more specific , as in "A Good Job 

Gonen when he makes Mr. Lloyd's Negro boy say of his boss's 

colo~ed mistress:16 

"She wasn't a bit hinktyl'7 like so many folks when 
they're light- complexioned and up in the money." 

Again, i n "Passing" , Hughes .powerfully presents the problem 

of color as a social problem among Negroes as well as whites. 

Jack, a near- white son of a Negro mother and a white father , 

"passesn forwhite - - - and secretively writes to his mother: 18 

"But I don't mind being "white", Ma , and it was mighty 
generous of you to urge me to go ahead and make use of my 
light skin and good hair . It got me this job, Ma , where 
I still get $65 a week in spite of the depression . And 
I'm i n line for promotion to the chief office secretary, 
if Mr. Weeks goes to Washington . When I look at the colored 
boy porter who sweeps out the office, I think that's what 
I might be doing if I wasn ' t light- skinned enough to get 
by. No matter how smart that boy 1d get to be , they wouldn't 
hire him for a clerk in the office , not if they knew it. 
Only for a porter . That ' s why I sometimes get a kick out 
of putting sanething over on the boss who never dreams he ' s 
got a colored secreaary . ~ 

And the , the social clash as it occurs among Negroes them

selves, even in the same family:18 

11 ! hope Charlie and Gladys don't feel bad about me . 
It's funny I was the only one of the kids light enough to 
pass . Charlie ' s darker than you , even, Ma . I know he 
s ort of resented it in school when the teacher used to 
take me for white , before they knew we were brothers . I 

16 

curiously transferred white standards , and carries with 
it no connotation of rebuke , except in moments of stress . 
The reference to "blue- gummed" woman is synomonous for 
just such a person . · 

Hughes , Ways of White Folks , p . 58. 

1'7The term "hinkty" is a :familiar expression used by Negroes 
to express snobbishness , discriminatory social practices 
by Negro.es imitating the oppressiveness of whites . 
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used to feel bad about it, too, then. But now I'm glad 
you backed me up, and told me to go ahead and get all I 
could out of life. That's what I'm going to do, Ma . 
I'm going to marry white and live white, and if any of 
my kids are born dark I'll swear they aren ' t mine. I 
won't get caught in the morass of color again. Not me. 
I'm free , Ma , freet" 

So with heart-aching bitterness , Langston Hughes paints 

most vividly in -prose that which he only hints at in his 

poetry---the tremendous clash of color among Negroes as 

well as between Negroes and whites---and in the same 

description, reveals the unjust social cleavages which 

are the causes and the result of the clash. But Hughes 

seems a pessimist, at times even a fatalist; and he suggests 

no possibly workable solution nor indicates a hope that such 

a solutitn can ever be found. And perhaps he is right. 

In Not Without Laughter, Hughes• first and only novel , 

the differences which sometimes crop out over color among 

Negroes is made increasingly apparent. Ancient Aunt Hager , 

notably dark woman of color , says of her mulatto son- in- law, 

Jimboy Rodgers: 19 

"First place I don't like his name," she would say in 
private. "Who ever heard of a nigger named Jim.boy, anyhow? 
Next place, I ain't never seen a yaller dude yet that meant 
a dark woman not good---and nj-ee is darkl" 

Before leaving this topic, it may be well to point out that 

as a general rule, light-skinned Negroes are proud of their 

color; and da·rker-skinned Negroes o_ften make it a point 

18Hughes, op. clt., pp. 50 , 51. 
19 ------, Not Without Laughter, p. 18. 
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that their marriages will be such that the children will 

be brown instead of black. The most likely explanation 

of this phenomena of social adjustment seems to be that 

Negroes have in transfer accepted the standards of white 

in regard to color. As one sage old Negro woman put it: 

"De blackah de man is , de hardah he work is."20 

nHughes 1 most recent wor~ is Communist propogandan , 

says one writer in anal~zing the poet.21 This has been 

enough in the eyes of many, to damn Langston Hughes for 

all time. In these days of public fright at "isms" and 

revolutionary fanatics there is lit tle wonder that this 

should be so. From the same source , 21 we find the writer 

admitting • • • '~ijµghes has now turned to a cause that he 

believes will- usher i n social justice." 

It is not difficult to see the paths that led Hughes 

i nto the philosophy that stems from Moscow . Nominally at 

least , Communism appeals to the Negro with the ideals of 

mass equality and impartial administration of justfce by 

an all- prbvident state. Instead of oppression, poverty, 

social rejection and political disfranchisement , the Negro 

is for the first t1me offered the lure of pure unsullied 

citizenship participated- mn by every man regardless of race 

20This is not always true . Many white people prefer darker 
Negroes , presumably because the greater emphasizable 
differences helps to maintain and contribute to the white 
man's sense of superiority . Many mulattoes have the hardes 
time of all Negroes . 

21sterling A. Brown, Negro Poe t r y Anti Drama, p . 71. 
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or color . It does not matter that these lures are merely 

the techniques of securing adherents to greatly-- swell the 

numbers clinging to the hope of the cause---nor does the 

proverbial "East is east" philosophy seem to coincide with 

nWhite is white , and Black is black". What seems to matter 

most is that here is a way of living for his people, Langston 

Hughes' pelple , which offers them remedies for all the ills 

they now endure. 

The communist rejection of religion as a national 

factor does seem to worry Hughes . I n the past he has seen 

his people repeatedly duped on the opiate of religious 

frenzy while less - spiritual , more- businesslike white men 

deprived the Negro of privilege and social benefits which 

were his rightful due . The church i s a t once the church' s 

Negro members• greatest blessing and his most frightful 

curse . The church afforded the Negro his first real medium 

for organization and education: it keeps him servile and 

a docile acquiesent under the changing ideologies of the 

present advancing era . But Hughes has no quarrel with the 

church, nor is he personally o:f an atheistic temperament. 

It is only that: 22 

"The rhythm of life 
Is a jazz rhythm, 
Honey. 
The gods are laughing at us. 

And that life is made to fit the tempo of dancing feet and 

22Hughes , The Weary Blues , p . 39 . 
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And today? 
For joy. 
And tomorr ow'l 
For joy . 
And the green sea 
For strength . 
And the brown land 
For laughter. 

nd nothing hereafter. 

Probably the most severe indictment of warped American social 

justice is made by Langston Hughes in "Mulatton~4 Only in 

a system such as ours could white and Negro relations be 

debased to such a universal extent. Only in such a siit,j.ation 

as this could this bitter plaint arise: 24 

Juicy bodies 
Of nigger wenches 
Blue black 
Against black fences 
o, you little bastard boy 
What ' s a body but a toy? 

Motherhood degraded to satisfy selfish lust over those who 

cannot help themselves . And the little yellow bastard 

children trying to realize a little happiness from life 

are told: 24 

''Git on back there in the night , 
You ain ' t white." 

Sunmiary 

In summary, Langston Hughes is an ardent believer in 

social justice for the Negro . As -r~presented by commensurate 

T 

23 
~ ., P • 77. 

24Hughes , Fine Clothes To The Jew, p . 71 . 
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opportunities , environment , and social rewards . With 

W. E . B. DuBois , Langston Hughes bel ieves in pride of 

race and lineage , in the triumph of genius and compensation 

for the industrious . He condemns the social hypocrisy 

which forces any clas s of people , black or white , to submit 

themselves to the indignities of poverty, prostitution, 

and diseased misery . He challenges the social view which 

puts a f alse monetary va l ue on precious human qualities 

endowed on all men by a supremely generous Cr eator ; and 

he deplores the rejection of that intermediate race - - -

the mulattoes and near- whites ---by both Negro and white 

social groups . He clearly sees the effect on social order 

of official intolerance of race by police , politic ians 

and those of economi c power . He has , i n consequence , 

turned to Communism seeking a righteous adjustment for 

his people for their many ills . 



CHAPTER VI 

LANGSTON HUGHES ' PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 

Justification Of The Chapter 

At various times Langston Hughes has been called 

fatalist , stoic , pessimist , .Red , and a host of other 

descriptive terms identifying his way of thought . The 

truth is a problem whose solution has not yet been 

discovered . · Using as a basis of judgment the revealed 

thought of his poetry and prose , the present study endeavors 

to frearch out the motivating causes and relationships 

bet1een Hughes • philosophy and his literary efforts . 

Philosophy and religion are with great thinkers 

indistinguishable; for a man cannot believe one thing in 

faith and another conflicting thing in logic . 1 As a matter 

of fact , the chief delineating feature between the two is 

not in the quality of thought , but in the realms in which 

they are allowed to operate. When the scope of their fields 

becomes all• inclusive , then religion and philosophy become 

. indistinguishable . 

Langston Hughes is one in whom these areas of thought 

1The reliability of this view has been questioned by many 
alert thinkers who point out that some of the major premed
i tated principles of the Christian religion accepted on 
faith,-"-such as Immaculate Conception,. the Holy Trinity, 
the Ressurrection and Ascension , etc. ,---are untenable in 
logic . But these thinkers fail to see that a man need not 
accept logic any more than he must accept faith, preferring 
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have been integrated; but we have no evidence that he 

has as yet rationalized his position. There is little 

indication of any factor in his early life that may be 

positively proclaimed as decisive elements conditioning 

his ,n11osophy. It is known that he spent his early 

childhood with his grandmother in Lawrence, Kansas, and 

that she was an ex-slave as well as the wife of one of 

the Negro martyrs with John Brown. 2 This fact may have 

been doubly important in shaping Hughes' intense hatred 

of social hypocrisy and sham as it operated to the detri

ment of the Negro people.3 It is also known that Langston 

Hughes spent early years with his father in old Mexico, 

that he travelled extensively in Europe, Africa, the South 

Seas, and the many little isles where his ship touched. 5 

He has seen much of life under varying circumstances and 

in widely varying roles; it is enough that he has not been 

spoiled by the glamour of his existence. Certainly at 

2 

3 

to believe in a supernatural (or a super-logical) explanatio 
of the conflict. The truth prevails that philosophy and 
religion may not hold contradictory positions on the same 
point in a man wh~ thinks. 

See Chapter III, on Hughes• early childhood biography. 

Lawrence was the home-town of John Brown, and it was there 
he recruited his 21 men for the famous assault on Harper's 
Ferry. Lawrence was the center of_ the fight occasioned by 
the Kansas-Nebraska Bill and the consequent bitter diipute 
as to whether Kansas should be a free or slave-state. At 
that time Lawrence was the state capital, and it was there 
that the contest became most fierce. 

4 J.C. Ridpath, History of the United States, pp. 373-78. 
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least, his philosophic outlook on life must have broadened 

and deepened until he could say:6 

nMy soul has grown deep like the rivers." 

Philosophic Outlook 
7 Returning to New York on November 10, 1924, Hughes 

launched his literary career. He has since written and 

published three books of verse,8 four plays,8 one novei, 10 

one book of short stories, 11 one story in collaboration 

with Arna Bontemps, 12 and stray bits of prose and poetry 

for leading magazines and periodicals. ccording to his 

own report, many of these latter writings have not appeared 

in book form. 12a 

All this has been the product of, and the exp-0unding 

medium for Hughes' philosophy as it has grown and expanded 

with his changing experiences. Readers who are acquainted 

5Hughes, The Weary Blues, in Carl Van Vechten•s introduction. 

6Ibid., P• 51. 
7 Ibid., Carl Van Vechten's introduction, p. 11. 
8see Bibliography. 
9Most successful play, Mulatto. Others include Troubled 
Island, Little Ham and Joy To My Soul, and Don't You Want 
To Be Free. 

lOsee Bibliography. 

11see Bibliography. 
12 Popo and Fifina, a child's book about Haiti. (1930) 

12aPersonal letter from Langston Hughes. 



with his present philosophic position and oppose it , 

will find comfort in the assurance that the next ten 

years will find as much difference evolving from his 

approach as the past ten years have brought . 

Langston Hughes believes first and foremost in the 

Negro race. He is proud of his people , proud of their 

accomplishment as slaves , proud of their stalwart African 

heritage , proud of their bitter struggling in the face of 

stifling hordes of oppression . His is not an ignorant 

pride: he knows his race's vices and shortcomings as well 

as he knows their glorious achievments . He triumphantly 

exults: 13 

"I am a Negro: 
Black as the night is black, 
Black like the depths of my Africa. 

I ' ve been a slave : 
. Caesar told me to keep his doorsteps clean . 

I brushed the boots of Washington . 

I've been a worker: 
Under my hands the p~ramids arose . 
I made mortar for the Woolworth Building . 

I 1 ve been a singer: 
All the way from Africa to Georgis 
I carried my sorrow- songs. 
I made rag- time . 

I've been a victim: 
The Belgians cut off my hands i n the Congo . 
They lynch me now , in Texas . 

I am a Negro: 
Black as the night is black, 
Black like the depths of my Africa . " 

13Hughes , The Weary Blues , "Proem", p . 19. 
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Langston Hughes saw clearly the varied traits of his 

people---of both high and low station . 14 He chose to 

shape his portrayals around the lives of the peasant 

Negroes , slum- dwellers and city- cramped souls. He saw 

hope , fait . ahd happiness being crowded out of their 

lives---he saw the strange genies of raw liquor and rank 

diseases rising to lay waste and strangle the feeble spark 

of resistance still resilent within them . He saw his 

people bewildered and leaderless , hesitating and going 

glad- heartedly on, in the face of soul-killing obstacles . 

Going ahead , not with the air of the conqueror , nor yet 

with the humble persistence of the martyr---but going ahead 

because the paths of the past were forever closed to them . 

And he began to sing them, the unconscious artisans , 

unconscious heroes , unconscious martyrs , saints and villains . 

His reflective vistal powers caught and deeply probed the 

significance of a young girl singing vulgar songs in a 

midnight Harlem jazz- club:15 

"one who sings "chansons vulgaires" 
In a Harlem cellar 
Where the jazz- band plays 
From dark to dawn 
Would not understand 
Should you tell her 
That she is like a nymph 
For some wild faun . 16 

14see for reference , Langston Hughes, Not Without Laufhter , 
(characterization of Aunt Tempy, as high colorEd-tors.J 

15Hughes , The Weary Blues , p . 28 . 

16.cr. ante . Waring Cuney ' s "No Images rr • In Cullen I s anthology 
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The momentous happenings which will startle the world 

tomorrow are being quietly worked out today by unknowing 

pawns in the hands of an unknown, unknowing Fate:17 

"White girls' eyes 
~Call gay black boys. 
Black boys' lips 
Grin jungle joys. 

Dark brown girls 
In blond men ' s arms. 
Jazz-band, jasa-band,-
Sing Eve ' s charms \ 

White ones , brown ones , 
What do you know 

bout tomorrow 
Where all paths go? 

The imponderability of fate is as great a philosophic 

mystery as is Death itself to Hughes . He speaks of: 

•••••• the still 
Dark land of death 
Beyond the rim of day.18 

in much the same traditional manner of mystery with which 

we all regard dying. But there is more than calm acceptance 

in Hughes . His philosophic approach contains some of the 

elements found in Schopenhauer and Thomas Hardy---he sees 

man as a futile struggler against overwhelming odds. There 

are two notable supporting instances which offer this view: 

"Lenox Avenue: Midnighttt19 and "Railroad Avenue" 20 • In the 

first, Hughes says: 

17Hughes, The Weary Blues , p . 32. 

18Ibid., p. 31. 

19fil£. , p . 39. 
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"The rhythm of life 
Is a jazz rhythm, 
Honey. 
The gods are laughing at us.' 

And in the other: 

"A box- car some train 
Has forgotten 
In the .middle of the 
Block. 

And again in "Young Sailor" , an almost autobiographical 

description: 21 

nHe carries · 
His own strengbh 

nd his own laughter , 
His own today 
And his own hereafter ,---" 

Life is to Langston Hughes at once a challenge and a 

mystery, of which childhood is the most alluring part . 

As the Soul grows in experience and tragedy, it bloodies 

its hands and heart against the roughly- cemented walls of 

prejudice , misunderstanding, and selfishness. The dreams 

of childhood are broken in the grappling fingers of the 

world . 22 God , who was once a benevolently strong parent 

full of gentle peace , 23 becomes no more than a figure - head 

nominally directing an entirely mechanical and heartlessly 

cruel world . Death which was once no more than a long deep 

20Hughes, Fine Clibthes To The Jew, P • 27 . 
21 ______ , 

Wearl Blues , P• 77. 
22Ibid ., p:,. 94 . 

23~., P• 80 . 
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sleep, 24 is dressed now in the macabre robes of 

devastation and bloody pain. Man ' s persoaal triumph 

is that he is still able to laugh and si.ng and dance 

under the impending shadow of impenetrable doom . 

Hughes is not a rank pessimist . There are instances 

when he is more than descriptive; when he is prophetic as 

well . In such a moment Hughes optimistically declares: 25 

"e have tomorrow 
Bright before us 
Like a flame . 

Yesterday 
A night - gone thing . 
A sun- down name . 

And dawn today 
Broad arch above the road we came . 

It is difficult to say just how much Hughes believes 

in the spirit of the blues he writes . The philosophy of 

the blues is without exception in tragic vein . The dominant 

tone which runs throughout is one of defeatism and resignatio. 

The people of the blues deink gin to make themselves forget 

the miseries of their daily lives ; they sing, dance and 

love desperately---as though trying to wring out by the 

violence of their efforts some happiness from the bitter 

vetch which is their daily existence . They moan: 26 

"I ' m so bad I 

24~., P• 95 . 

25~., P • 108 . 

Don ' t even want to be good . 

26Hughes , Fine Clothes To The Jew, p . 21 . 

' '-
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So bad , bad , bad I 
Don ' t even want to be good . 
I ' m goin ' to de devil an ' 
I wouldn ' t go to heaben if I could . " 

And· in "Po ' Boy Blues"2 7 

And the whole 

people finds 

"Weary, weary , 
Weary earl y in de morn 
Weary, weary, 
Early, early in de morn . 
I ' s so weary 
I wish I' d never been bor n . " 

phi
11

l os ophica 1 attitude of Hughes 

summary in two lines :28 

uTo keep from cryi n ' 
laughs . " I opens ma mouth and 

and his 

The extreme futility of any normal attempt at living by 

these pe ople whose reactions are neither normal nor at all 

predictable , finds expression i n the shocked horror with 

whi ch a mulatto gir i s regarded when she cries , ins tead 

of laughs , at tragedy:29 

"My God , I says , 
You can ' t live that way 1 
Babe , you can ' t 
Live that way . 

ome f ear of many of the characters of Hughes' poetry drives 

them to commit suicide . 30 But the suppos tion is admissable 

that it is the dramatic natu e of the thought which prompts 

the act , rather than the wild prospect of the problems 

themselves . The Negro i s traditionally careless of trouble , 

27Ibid ., P • 23 . 3 0 
See for reference , "Suicide", 

28Ibid. , P • 24 . "Closing Time" , "Ruined Galtr , 
and "Suicide ' s Note" . 

29~., P • 31 . 
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and though he may be changing, he has not yet reached 

that opposite extreme . 

Inevitably, Hughes has come to a position of protest 

against the unequal division of wealth and opportunities in 

Amer ca. Believing as he does in the innate nobleness of 

the Negro and the ac ceptability of performance , he can ration

alize no other stand than that the Negro deserves to wim 

all that which his natural: italents can command . "Elevator 

Boy"31 and "Porter"32 telP similar stories of Negro 

workingmen being stifled by the menial aspect of their 

jobs and restricted futures. "Sport"33 describes in 

magnificent detail of free - verse the aching void of life 

without music , jazz- dancing and gin . Hughes is almost 

Epicurean34 in his app~oach: 

"Wont be nothin ' left 
Then de worms git through 

An 1 you ' s a long time 
Dead 
When you •s dead , too . 
So , 
Beat da t drum, boy l n35 

It has already been poi nted out that Hughes is least 

powerful when writing of religious topics . This lack springs 

very probably from the nature of his sincere subject which 

hardly adapts itself to the casual ironies of Hughes ' most 

familiar style . This difference ma.kes itself evident not so 

31~., P• 38. 34Epicurus , early Greek philo-

32I bid ., 
s opher , believed the aim of 

P • 39 . life should be complete 
33Ibid ., 

satisfaction. 
P • 40 . 
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much in the tempo of its emotional accelera t ion as in the 

vital role it plays in the lives of the pe opl .e . If 

Negroe are the world ' s greatest jazz- dancers , they a r e 

also the world ' s greatest religionists . Though the fields 

are not nearly so separated a s mi ght be imaginea, 36 an 

identical t r eatment of both themes is foredoomed to fai l ure . 

Religious Outlook 

It can be safely said that Hughes ' belief is in a God 

much like that conventional Deity of his forefathers . No 

other proof is so strong as "Prayer" , 37 a poem whose text 

has been already quoted elsewhere in this paper . Hughes ' 

sincerity cannot be questioned---it is one of those rare 

moments of ins ight when the soul pauses to t ake ins i de 

stock of i tself. Again , in nsi nner" ,:!8 Hughes voices a 

religious philosophy which must have needed more explanation 

than mere descri ption . 

Much of the objectionable strength in Hughes ' religious 

portrayals is a part of the innate quality of the picture 

rather than the poet ' s own view . Hughes speaks of leaving 

God back i n t he era of white· oppression and cypr ess - swamp 

35 

36 

Hughes , Fine Clothes To The Jew, p . 41 . 

The similarity be tween Negro jazz and Spirituals has been 
often noted . Both are characterized by an excessive emo·
tional and fervently expressed beliefs . 

37 . 
Hughes , Fine Clothes To The Jew, p. 48 . 

38I bi d ., p . 53 . 
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revivals.39 He damns the hopeful soul of the black 

mother who bore a · girl to fall from the paths of virtue , 

and he la.ter repents his acrimonious opinion of a black 

mother and white father. He shockingly violates the 

prudent respectability of ·age - venerated outlooks, and 

then as swiftly sets the stage for new standards of right 

and wrong. As a result , Hughes has been misunderstood 

and misread by many persons . For it is not so much the 

point as it is the picture that Hughes wants to put across. 

"Magnolia Flowers" breathes something of the essential 

Hughes :40 · 

"The quiet fading out of life 
In a corner full of ugliness: 

describing the search for spiritual beauty among the 

worldly vices of the people: 

I went lookin' for magnolia flowers in the 
dark 

nd there was only this corner 
Full of ugliness. · 

Ugliness of sin and degraded misery flourishing where 

beauty ought to grow. Dreams bumping against the harsh 

realities coming out of dark corners: 

1 Scuse me , 
I didn ' t mean to stump ma toe on you , lady. 

And the truculent soul goes off muttering against the 

ignoble· aspect of what might be glorious, or groping on to 

39 Van Deusen, The Bla-ck Man In White America. 
40Hughes , Fine Clothes To The Jew, p. 70 . 
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try to find the high beauty of life , or voicing a plea 

for things as they should be: 

There ought to be magnolias 
Somewhere in this dusk. 

In "Song For A Dark Girl 11 , 
41 Hughes tells the story 

of a colored maiden whose young black lover was lynched in 

the South . Embittered and despa ing, she is made to say: 

"I asked the white Lord Jesus 
What was the use of prayer . " 

The indictment seems a severe one on several counts . First , 

it questions the omnipotence of a God who would permit such 

an outrage to take place , unless he , too , were white and in 

sympathy with the lynch- mad whites. Or , secondly, it 

criticizes the conventional belief that prayer is an 

effective counter- stroke to vicious action. Or , thirdly, 

it is the severest indictment of white religion as it 

permits colored believers to be destroyed . Hughes might 

well have said· in closing·: 

Faith is a naked shadow 
On a gnarled and naked tree. 

The philosophy in "Parisian Beggar Womann is typical 

of Langston Hughes:42 

"Once you were beautiful. 
Now , in the street , 
No one remembers 
Your lips were sweet. 

40 Hughes , Fine Clothes To The Jew, p. 70 . 

41Ibid. , P• 75. 
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-Qh, withered old woman 
Of rue Fontaine 
Nobody but Death 
Will kiss you again. 

But perhaps the r eal Hughes is hidden behind his satiric 

mask , just as the minstrel man hides his soul with a grin:43 

"Because my mouth 
Is wide with laughter 

nd my throat 
Is deep with song 

You do not think 
I suffer af ter 
I have held my pain 
So long? 

And the lonely soul of the Negro struggling for a place in 

the sun , must:44 

"Face the wall with the dark colored gate , 
Beat with bare , brown fists ---
And wait.n 

Wait? For what? For the millenium? For the world Revolu

t i on? For their own stout- hearted vision of the future when 

the udarker brother" will: 45 

42 Hughes , 

43Ibid ., 
44

Ibid ., 
45Ibi d ., 

" ••• ••• sit at the table 
.When company comes . 
Nobody 1 11 dare 
Say to me 
' Eat in the kitchen ', 
Then . " 

The Dream- Kee:eer , p . 24. 

P• 38 . 

P• 41 . 

P • 76 . 



CHAPTER VII 

THE NEGRO TRADITION 

It is only fair, in summing up the poetic accomplish

ment of Langston Hughes, to consider him in the light of 

what direction his missionary zeal on behalf of his 

people has taken. The object of this chapter is, then, 

to present in essay fashion the complete picture against 

which Langston Hughes' poetry should be projected. Such 

a picture may be righ'tfully termed: "The Negro Tradition". 

When the first indentured Negro servants were made 

slaves by an act of the Virginia assembly, 1 the _native 

whites took steps to insure their superiority over the 

enslaved group. One of t he techniques first made use of 

was the re-awakened race !myth. This theory of . the 

inequality of the races is by no means new. At various 

times both white and black peoples have been slaves of 

dominant racial groups, usually however, as the result 

of a war or criminal behavior. It was historically necessary 

here, therefore, to justify slavery on moral grounds. 

The principle excuse for enslaving the Negro was that 

his repeated attempts to escape made his eventual liberation 

a grave financial loss. It appears, then, that the Negro's 

primary faults lay in being black and in wanting to be free. 

1see Chapter I, "The Heritage". 
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The Christian church early worried over the problem 

of Negro slavery. According to theological doct~ine, _ ~11 

men were the sons of God and therefore bretheren. ~lavery 

could hardly be justified on such a basis. But a happy 

solution was found when the Negro was adjudged to be less 

than a man, more an animal or beast of burden to be bred 

and domesticated as any other piece of livestock property. 

It was not difficult to advance the theory that Negroes 

were not human. Ragged and diseased and starved, they lived 

like animals from day to day, grubbing f'or food, breeding 

indiscriminately, and reacting only to the Whip. Such, 

least, was the picture of the Negro perpetuated by the 

early writers and recognized by the colonial law-makers. 

The nation witnessed the spectacle of learned scholars 

devoting weighty tomes to the .proof of the sub-human 

position of the Negro peoples. 

at 

After the Civil War and freedom, there were many whites 

who feared outrightly that the black men were a pack of 

vicious wolves let loose upon Southern civilization. This 

attitude caught quick reflection in the civil laws of the 

South designed to rob the Negro of every freedom gained for 

him through Emancipation and the new Admendments. Even 

more destructive were the insidious social restrictions 

invoked to the detriment of the Negro in .nearly every State 

in the Union. 

Slowly, the Negro has won back many of his rights of 
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manhood---but there remains much of the old philosophy 

today. The avenues to economic and social progress are 

still largely closed to the Negro. Even the means of 

education to fit himself for intelligent civic participation 

is often denied to the Negro. Every Negro man, woman, and 

child today struggles under a cross of Color as burdensome 

as that the Saviour bore to Golgotha. Every idealist 

writing in the cause of Negro freedom must first struggle 

with this problem of race oppression, aterwards with the 

artistry of his calling. 

It was inevitable that Langston Hughes should come 

into quick conflict against the walls of prejudice. Like 

every other stereotype, racial hatred is dependent upon 

the unthinking acceptance of unexamined data by large masses 

of people. Hughes endeavors, first, to examine the situation 

as it is; and second, he compels people to think actively 

about it. The result has been salutary. 

The traditional place of the Negro in American life 

is that of servant. He cleared the plantations and planted 

cotton, hoed weeds, built roads, felled trees, laid rails, 

cooked, washed, served in a thousand differing menial 

capacities. The Negro is today the principal American 

entertainer and clown, chauffeur, maid, bell-boy, shoe

shiner, steel worker, cook, handyman, etc., The traditional 

air of the Negro is one of humility. He must suffer in 

silence and with patience, seeing his family starved and all 
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manner of indignities heaped .upon himself. 

The traditional economic position of the Negro is 

poverty. Only the smallest~ lowest-paid and most-dangerous 

jobs are freely open to him. He must live to himself in 

the less desirable sections of town. He DU:S~t live well on 

a mere pittance---but not too well, for fear of offending 

his jealous oppressors. The traditional political aspect 

of the Negro is one of neglect, mass-deception and bribery. 

In many places, he has been denied the right to vote or 

has been placed under such severe restrictions that it is 

highly inadvisable. 

The traditional social aspect of the Negro is carefree 

optimism wallowing o~ a sea of filth and disease. Colored 

people are believed to be sex-fanatics, syphilitics, and 

filled with tubercular germs, unceasingly dirty and 

irredeemably stupid. It i~ avouched that the Negro's only 

intelligence l!e :y'on the imi ta ti ve leve 1. 

The tradi ional religious aspect of the Negro is one 

of frenzy. Wild mass-orgies of shouting and singing 

hallelujah in almost pagan celebration of a munificent 

Deity were thought to comprise the entire spiritual outlook 

of these people. Puzzled by a faith which they blindly 
_to be 

accepted but did not understand, Negroes are supposed~ too 

passionate and excitable to worship God: they worship 

their music and their religious outbursts instead. 

These many things and more made up and continue in the 
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present to influence the stereotyped national idea of the 

Negro. Instead of twelve to fourteen million rapidly-rising 

citizens of worth and merit, America thinks still of the 

slouch-hatted and shiftless guzzlers-of-whiskey, refugees

from-labor, loud-laughing, idiot-acting character which 

riever had an existence outside t he scheming imaginations 

of politicians who determined . to give the Negro no place 

at all. 

The Negro race is not a super-race. It is not an 

inferior race, either. Negro peoples have the same high 

ambitions, achieve equally high .goals, suffer identical 

misfortunes, hope with equal fervor with all other peoples. 

They want social freedom. They are willing to work for it 

the hard way---the American way. 

Langst~n Hughes turned to Commubism because he believed 

it might offer a way to help his people. There should be 

no apology for this, neither a condemnation of his poetic 

accomplishment. He is still without peer among those of 

the modern era who seek to write the Negro character into 

literature. 

Langston Hughes appears to present only the degraded 

inferior Negro---what he is really doing is a subtle attack 

on the national concepts of such people and t heir plight. 

What he is really doing is creating a folk-lore around one 

of the .genuinely American groups in the country. What 

Langston Hughes really seeks to do is to blend artistic 
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portrayal with an intelligent reshaping of that which 

is as it should not be. How far will he be successful 

in the future? Only the future can tell. 
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